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CONSPECTUS
Background:The processes in nature are comprehended mainly as those in living (animate) creatures and
lifeless (non-living) entities (objects). The latter are broadly sub classified into physical-, chemical-, and
geological- astronomical-interactions. The broad characteristics of life are foraging for food, digestion,
reproduction, shelter seeking, off-spring care, defense against predators etc.Amidst the life threats, harsh
surroundings, calamities and eco-imbalance, species adapt to the changing natural/man-made scenarios
and survive. However, when it is out-of-proportion, the population of the species diminish slowly and
extinct finally.
Nature inspired algorithms: Computations with numerical data is familiar in formal education, but
computing with words is of recent thrust area. From the stand point of a deeper level of comprehension,
nature does perform computations; need not be in the same fashion we do with numbers. The miracles of
human brain and animal behavior inspired invocation of neural networks in 1940s. The mapping of
Darwin's postulates of genetics into genetic algorithm is a mile stone in nature inspired computations.
PSO (particle swarm optimization, ACO (ant colony optimization), honey bee foraging, group of lions
hunting prey are cornerstones of swarm intelligent approaches. SAA (simulated annealing algorithm)
speaks of impact of annealing of glass, a chemical process and intelligent water drop/gravity/ big bang big
crunch algorithm were invoked from keen research of physical processes. Now there are around fifty
nature-inspired mathematical optimization tools. The different types of classifications and a bird's eye
view of them are described. The frame consisting of heuristics, meta-heuristics and hyper-heuristics is
sought after in this domain.
E-man_ToolBox: It operates in classical and user chosen and research modes. Each of NI (nature
inspired) - algorithms in basic/advanced modes can be run using built-in-prefixed sequences of operations.
In the research mode, a new approach, an existing one with untried options is available for an exploratory
study. An exhaustive search for all possibilities is time consuming, but is easily possible with smaller test
data. The structure of the toolbox includes algorithm specific parameters in default, user chosen or those
available in reported literature database. The NI_algorithm independent operations like iteration, fitness
function, convergence, solution evaluation are kept separate. The initiation, movement in m-D space,
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fitness evaluation, and best position selection are programmed as functions using IF-Then-else logic and
operators for an instance. The modifications and advances are developed as functions/operators.
Bats in nature: Bats live in groups in their roosting crevices. It is the only mammal with wings. Microbats
exhibit echolocation to detect prey for food and also way back to their home. Although a large number of
bats move, apparently there is no swarm intelligence in their activities. Evolution made them to transmit
ultra sound of 20-250 KHz frequency with an amplitude (loudness) using a definite emission rate and the
bursts last for a very small time. It waits for the reflected echo from a prey/obstacle and analyzes the wave.
The bat has the ability to distinguish the prey from background even in darkness. The microbats use not
only echolocation technique, but also vision and other senses to locate food. It changes the loudness and
emission rate when it approaches the prey. Even frequency is a variable and it matches with the size of the
food preys. The frequency decreases soon after they find a prey and subsequently approach them slowly.
Artificial bats:The echolocation process is translated into mathematical model. The fixed frequency of bat
emission is assumed. Each virtual bat flies randomly with a velocity vi at position xi. As it searches and
finds its prey, the emitted frequency, loudness and pulse emission rate of ultrasound are changed.
Selection of the best continues until certain stopping criteria are met. The translation of biological features
into mathematical domain is only partial and some details are ignored. This basic bat algorithm is
improved in these five years to a noteworthy state by hybridizing with fuzzy logic, PSO, GA, mutation
operators, chaos etc. The data representation ranged from binary to floating point and quaternion
formats. The exploration and exploitation of search space is imbedded in this model in right proportion.
The bat algorithm is designed for classification, single/multiple optimization criteria and refinement of
weights of neural networks as well as the architecture. Bat algorithm is added to E-man tool kit and the
operators for velocity, frequency, pulse emission rate, loudness are developed for textual display and
numerical computation.The noteworthy hyper heuristic is COBRA (Co-Operation of Biology Related
Algorithms) making best use of positive features of algorithmsParticle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Wolf
Pack Search Algorithm (WPS), Firefly Algorithm (FFA), Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and Bat
Algorithm (BA).
Mosquitoes in nature: The natural evolution enhanced the survival of mosquitoes in widely varying
environments and under harsh surroundings. As one of the measures of mosquito control, the sperm of
male mosquitoes is deactivated through chemicals in recent advanced man-made intervention. A sterilized
male mosquito produces only semen, but not the sperm. Thus, even if it mates with a female mosquito, the
latter does not become pregnant.
Mosquito-host-seeking-process in nature: Natural mosquitoes detect a host by heat/ odorand move in
radical orbits towards the host for a blood meal.
MosquitoHostSeekAlg:The metaheuristic, 'mosquito-host-seeking-algorithm', is through the inspiration of
local interactivity, parallelism and self-organization of movement of natural mosquitoes towards the
human target. The terminology of translated biological processes into mathematical paradigm include
binary values for sex of mosquito, attraction/ radial distance/ gray values for artificial mosquitoes from
host, computing cell to perform parallel computations, traversing path, shortest distance etc. The pseudo
code, matlab-modules and heuristics in if-then-else format are critically discussed. MosquitoHostSeekAlg
is used to solve travelling sales man task with 110 to 510 cities using one, eight and sixteen parallel nodes.
It is also used in quality assurance task. The efficiency of algorithm is compared with ACO, SAA, SOM
and EN. The future scope of this coveted algorithm is incorporated.
Egg laying of female mosquitoes in nature:Female mosquito exhibits intelligence to locate a site to lay
eggs.
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Delay of egg hatching in unfavorable surrounding conditions:
Astonishingly, the in situ eggs are blessed with built in knowledge to detect favorable surroundings,
otherwise they delay the hatching process and await for suitable environment.
Mosquito-oviX- optimization algorithm:With inspiration from the highly selective behavior of female
mosquitoes in choosing a habitat to lay their eggs and the inhibition of those eggs to hatch into the next
stage, Mosquito-oviX- optimization metaheuristic algorithm is proposed. It is used to find global optima
of multi-dimensional test functions.MosquitoHostSeekAlg and Mosquito-oviX are also now an integral part
of E-man_ToolBox.

Keywords: Multi-object-functions, Nature-inspiring algorithms, E-man, Bat algorithm, Echolocation,
Mosquito-oviposition-site/egg-hatching (Mosq-oviX-eggHatch), bio-process-knowledge, swarm
intelligence, bio-nspiration.

______________________________________________________________________________
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7.1 Oviposition-site selection and egg-hatching of mosquitoes in nature
 Intelligence in site selection for egg laying
 Minimization of destruction of eggs
 Built in (intelligent) knowledge in eggs to combat with environmental
threats ( Ovipause)
7.2 Translation of natural female mosquito site selection activity into artificial mosquitooviX- optimization algorithm
7.3
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o

7.4

Application

Artificial mosquito OX
Mating of artificial mosquitoes
Female mosquito selecting site (X) for laying eggs
Pseudo code of Mosq-oviX-alg

8. State-of-knowledge of Nature inspired algorithms (NIA)
9.
 Future scope
Appendices
NIA-1
NIA-2
NIA-3
NIA-4
NIA-5
Bat-1

Typical phenomenon and operators in nature
Categories of Nature inspired algorithm
Typical subsets of E-man
Year wise list of Nature inspired algorithms
Hybrid-Nature inspired algorithms
Acoustics of Echolocation in microbats

INTRODUCTION
The macro- and micro- processes in biology, physics, geology, chemistry, psychology or social behavior is
a perineal inspiration to mathematicians in particular in the recent past and scientists in general. In a nut
shell, origin of universe, its evolution and future plight are imbibed in all these processes. Biology
continues to be a brilliant preacher with proficiency even in construction of efficient structural systems.
They surpass man-made construction for thousands of years, and the recent trend is to mimic nature in
unique civil constructions.
The fact base accumulated/validated by biologists during last one century,inspired mathematicians
to at least partially translate major concepts into mathematical heuristics. This is an adventurous choice to
resort to adapt a new unknown world in solving real life numerical tasks leaving aside the firm base of
theoretically sound and also trodden path of mathematics and/or statistics. It started with translation of
Darwin's genetics to GA (genetic algorithm) by Goldberg (1975) and functioning of brain into neural
networks (1943). The stochastic simulating annealing algorithm is a mapping of annealing of glass/molten
metals (1963). The basic format these algorithms are reshaped astoundingly and they guide the
development of next generation algorithms and are reviewed under the category of E-man[223-226]. The
swarm i.e. large number of species is the basic philosophy of multi-agent approaches enabling parallel
search against conventional single agent iterative solution methods. The human senses, instruments extract
information from thephysical systems under noisy and partially observable environment. It enables to build
an internal representation of external world varying in time and space.
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Bio-inspired algorithms are modern optimization tools developed to solve complicated design
problems in science, engineering and technology. This new tool aims to speed up the multi-objective and
NP-complete optimization processes expanding the scope into tougher optimization regions.
Nature does computing also in addition to many other chores. It evolved in time-space continuum
under extreme energy (temperature)/density and at present, the entire scenario reflected in every species.
Thus, computing is now realized as a characteristic property of nature. But, it is a consequence of trillions
of generations of species over millions of years combating the odds and optimizing resources at natures’
pace. Humans, being higher order species of nature, they also perform computation in multitude of ways.
An in depth as well as breadth wise extensive research for over a century in physic-chemical-, biological
sciences resulted in heuristics, laws, theorems of micro-/macroscopic processes. The application of
microscopic laws to macro-systems and vice versa promoted a march towards a unified paradigm and
evolving hybrid forms. This experimental science used the probes of instruments and rigor of
mathematical statistical approaches in extraction of knowledge/intelligence.Solution of
Mathematical/statistical /fuzzy/chaotic equations involve computing with paper and pencil in yesteryears
even for a toy task.
Now, software, hardware, multi-node/blade architectures, parallel
algorithms/languages, distributed /cloud-computing relieved the drudgery of manual calculations and
paved way to develop intelligent algorithms for solving computationally difficult tasks. In an attempt to
understand moving nearer to Mother Nature, the-state-of-technology the subsection of rat brain is
simulated on a computer system with silicon chips mimicking biological neurons.
The traditions in model development from physico-chemical-biological processes, solution
methods, validation protocols, interpretations although change at a slow pace, most of them have gone to
the stage of mind-set or firm(-hard)wired in the annals of science. The present review deals with state-ofknowledge of bat, mosquito algorithms and bird's eye view of nature-inspired algorithms [1-229] in
general.
Nature inspired mathematical tools: The nature inspired mathematical methods started over half a century
ago. Now, they are classified as heuristic, meta-heuristic and hyper-heuristic approaches. These channels
(approaches) do not require gradient/ Hessian information or error distributions of measurement. Further,
they are devoid of assumptions of hard statistical models. Yet, they arrive at global solutions efficiently
even for NP-complete multi-object-optimization tasks [1-90, 179-229, Appendix_NIA-1]. The one
limitation however, is that the solution may not be true (in true sense), but serves the purposes in many real
life micro- to mega- tasks. The recent view is that who want and in what context the really true solution of
a complicated issue, when it is impossible to arrive at exact solution even after many years of CPU time.
One should also bear in mind that since last two centuries, the solutions for (theoretical, empirical) models
are with lot many assumptions regarding model parameters, noise/error in variables. Many approaches like
exact solution of approximate equation and/or approximate solution of exact equation are implicit for
experts and are not even on the back of the brain for routine practitioners
The impetus for nature inspiring mathematical heuristics is from biological species and physical/
chemical/ geological/ astronomical systems in nature. Does this sought after inspiration has a worth noting
consequence or just a passing phase? Does the end-product --algorithms, software, robots -- is panacea or
become complimentary/supplementary/ essential add-ons to the existing long cherished mathematical
tools? Will the loose-coupling at the moment evolve into an integrated close woven paradigm with
hitherto unforeseen and unknown features? The first level answer is basic version of each algorithm in this
bandwagon surpassed time tested mathematical/ statistical procedures. A natural question arises;is it
possible to combine major advantages of these algorithms and try to develop a potentially better set of
algorithms with sequential, parallel, fused, hierarchical structure enabling adaptive distributed auto-expertmode cloud computing independent of software/hardware barriers.
The comparison between algorithms is thus more complicated than ever in practice.Generally, a
new algorithm is compared with others mostly basic versions and reports that proposed one is superior.
Even in the context of inter-comparison of a set of programs, a mindset dominates over reality. Unless the
latest version or hybrid ones are used for that algorithm the real scenario is masked. This is only a caution
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for software professionals developing machine learning techniques and for a healthy sustenance of the best
of best methods for the next decade.
One more point worth not forgetting is that no model is final and continuous evolution is the law of
science rather than exception. This is akin to the popular slogan 'change is law of nature'. With the
experimental evidence of theoretically proposed of boson (Nobel Prize 2013), Standard Model of particle
physics is complete. But, the mass of neutrino (Nobel Prize 2015), dark matter/dark energy now open new
vistas to upgrade it. The futuristic science doctrines will be rewritten with these innovations making it
more bugs free.

 Heuristics: A rule of thumb arrived at during inductive solution of a task. It is a term popular in
computerscience, artificial intelligence, and mathematical optimization. The levo and dextro rotation
behavior of asymmetric carbon atom is a classic example in organic chemistry. The heuristics learnt
empirically or invoked through intuition are susceptible for pitfalls(chart 0.1).
Chart 0.1: High lights and limitations of Heuristics

 Heuristics
 Only
alternative

for
NP-Hard
optimization/classification problems
 Results in good approximate solution for
refinement
 used along with optimization algorithms
for a fast solution



Heuristic
Does it guarantee the
best?

Confidence
interval




CPU time

+



Solutions
Many

Fast compared
methods

to



Is the error bar very
high?
Which is the best
heuristic?

o

classical

o

classic methods fail to find any exact
solution for complex tasks
Remedy : Heuristic approach



Does
it
give
confidence interval?

Goal
Is the best is
required always?
Will it perturb the
entire project?

o

Partial sacrifice of optimality,
completeness, accuracy, and/or
precision for speed.

Inferior
heuristic with
low CPU time?
Superior
heuristic with
very
large
CPU time?
Option for the
task on hand

Solution may be sub-optimal



The only way to find a
solution in viable CPU time
 Remedy:
Hybrid
methods

TSP is a NP-complete task. The optimal solution is not tractable for even a small number of cities. The
heuristic approach like greedy search is used for a good start and this may not be optimal one at all. This
method picks up whatever is best in the current step. It may preclude good solutions at a later stage of
iteration. The numerical experience votes for a good enough solution, while theoretical probe predicts
better solutions even on quantitative scale.

 Metaheuristics: A higher level heuristic developed to select set of heuristics which enable solution
of a taskwith limited/incomplete/imperfect information. The functional domain of metaheuristics is the
problem search space. In other words, meta heuristics strategies (viz. simple search procedure to
complicating learning procedure) consider samples of sets of solutions. Glover, in 1986, used the term
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metaheuristics for the first time. There is a functional similarity between biological processes and nature
inspired meta-heuristic algorithms.
The solution process with metaheuristics is an iterative procedure guided by child (sub ordinate)
heuristic rules. Here, exploration and exploitation segments in search space, learning strategies are sewed
to arrive at near-optimal solutions. The positive features are avoidance of getting stuck in local optima and
if at all trapped, they escape and proceed further. The range of techniques differs widely starting with
simple local searches to complicated learning strategies (chart 0.2).
Chart 0.2: Limitations of Meta heuristics
Meta heuristics :
[tabu search, simulated annealing, ant
algorithms ; genetic algorithms]

+





Avoids local minima
Cannot probe into heuristic search space
Remedy: Hyper-heuristics
No promise to arrive at globally optimum solution
Many metaheuristics involve stochastic procedures



Solutions depends upon random variables at that
instance

 Hyper-heuristics: It is an off-the-shelf iterative heuristic search method controlling/ implementing
heuristics with cited noteworthy characteristics (chart 0.3). It couples machine learning procedures into
algorithms enabling automation of adaptive selection/ combination/ generation of heuristics and meta
heuristics. This frame is broad permitting to solve sets if classes of tasks rather than a single targeted task.
It is a hierarchical paradigm wherein high-level method selects lower level implementable heuristics.
Chart 0.3: Positive features of Hyper heuristics
Hyper-heuristics [tabu-search hyperheuristic; Case Based Heuristic Selection Method



+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Keeps track of the non-problem-specific data [fitnesFnValue change, execution time]
Operate on the search space of heuristics instead of candidate solutions.
Retain strengths of each heuristic and compensates weaknesses
Select appropriate/ adequate method/ set of heuristics for a task on hand
Developed with minimum domain knowledge for search process
Increase generalizability
Knowledge poor heuristics
Searches for most suitable lower level heuristics
Hyper-heuristic acts as a heuristic scheduler over a set of heuristics by deterministic or a non-deterministic mode

modifications by hill climbers
$$ $ Hill Climbing
Set of modifications
Algorithm

o

DBHC

Davis’ Bit

NDHC

Next Descent

RBHC

Random Bit

o
o
o

Mutational heuristics
SWPD Swap
Dimension

Inversion of a bit
A bit is selected
randomly

DIMM

Inverted for a number of

Dimensional
Mutation

o
o
o
o

randomly choosestwo
different
dimensions in a
candidate solution
swaping operation
randomly chooses a
dimension
inverts all bits in this
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iterations

SDHC

Steepest
Descent

o
o

Checks each single bit
inversion
variant of input
candidate

dimension
(prob: 0.5)
HYPM

Hypermutation

o

inverts each bit in the
candidate
solution (prob: 0.5)

Accepts one with best
improvement.

 Nature inspired mathematical tools
1. Bats in nature
There are about one thousandand odd different species in bats and they account for up to 20% of all
mammals. The bats are exceptional in having wings.
Size: The size and weight of bats range widely. The tiny bumblebee bat weights around 1.5 to 2g, while
giant bats are of 1 kg with wingspan of about 2m. Most microbats are insectivores and the length of
forearm is about 2.2 to 11cm.
Sense organs:Echolocation is a natures' boon to bats' life to sense (in our perception measure) distance and
also to differentiate a prey to hunt for its food from background barriers even in darkness.But, how they
acquired the skill/knowledge in biological evolution is a still a potential area of research. Most of species
of bats are very sensitive to smell and some have good eyesight. In navigation and prey detection, they use
all the senses in combination resulting in maximized efficiency.Microbats are endowed with bliss in
making use of time difference between their two ears to map 3D-information. Thus, they detect and
identify the type of moving insect against background disturbance even in dark.
Echolocation:Microbats emit a very loud sound pulse and waits to listen echo coming from surrounding
objects after bouncing. The properties of pulses depend upon hunting strategies. The variation in band
width of signal is species dependent. Further, they avoid obstacles during navigation and locate their
roosting crevices in the dark. Most bats use short, frequency-modulated signals covering an octave. The
others employ constant-frequency signals in echolocation.
Higher frequencies of sound travel shorter distances as the corresponding wavelengths are short. A
frequency range of 20 kHz to 500 kHz corresponds to 0.7mm to 17mm in wavelength scale frequency
wavelength. The typical ranges in microbats bats are around few meters. The size of prey is around the
frequency coverage of bat produced ultrasonic sound. The audible frequencies to human being, animals,
insects and the range of frequencies employed in medical diagnosis and treatment are briefly described
from literature reports in appendix-Bat-1.
Movement: The bats fly randomly from the position (x) with a velocity vel. The frequency of sound is a
fixed value initially at minimum frequency (freqmin). But, they can automatically adjust frequency,
loudness and pulse emission rate depending upon proximity of prey during detection and hunting of preys.
2. Translation of (natural) bat echolocation processes into intelligent (artificial) bat-mimicking
algorithm for mathematical optimization
Xin-She Yang proposed bat algorithm in 2010 inspired by echolocation of microbats in nature to locate
small insects for food. It is another metaheuristic method from this school and expanded the band wagon
of nature-inspired mathematical algorithms, a new discipline entering into golden jubilee year. Bat
procedure is a swarm intelligence optimization. The implicit biological echolocation process in bats is
translated into a mathematical form based on laws of echo-experiments. The movement of bats when they
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are far off from prey maps to exploration (global search) in mathematical search space. The lowering of
loudness and increasing pulse emission rate as bat approaches the prey corresponds to exploitation or local
search.
2.1 Artificial (virtual) bat (Art.Bat, AB; or Virt.Bat, VB)
The simplification of artificial bat is that no ray tracing is used in estimating time, as it is computationally
intensive in multi-dimensional optimization. Of course, this concept is a beneficial feature in
computational geometry. Further, the variation of loudness is from a large positive loudness0 to a
minimum constant value of loudnessMin. An artificial bat uses a frequency-tuning technique to control the
dynamic behavior of a swarm of bats. The balance between exploration and exploitation is controlled by
tuning algorithm-dependent parameters viz. pulse emission rate, frequency and loudness.Chart 2.1 depicts
one-to-one correspondence of activity of natural bat versus algorithmic steps in nature inspired bat
algorithm.
Chart 2.1: Panoramic view of echolocation of bats in natures versus model bats
Bats in nature

Artificial bats

Foraging
Locating home in dark

Prey hunting
Roosting crevices

Optimization
Classification

Finding global optimum
Number of classes

Bat flying

In real environment
in dark

Movement

In search space

Echolocation
Transmission of ultra-sonic sound
Analysis of echo from the prey
High loudness &
Small pulse emission rate

Simplified (artificial) mathematically translated
echo-driven equations
Moving in large steps

Global search

Low loudness &

Moving in small steps

Local search

Large pulse emission rate
Judgement whether prey is far away or very
nearer

Intelligent (knowledge based) process
 detection of how far current solution is from optimum &
 switching of global to local search

2.2 Position of bat
Chart 2.2: Positions of bats in search space
The co-ordinates of bats on the search space refer to
User given data
position of the ith solution in jth dimensionat current
X
=
randU
([LLT,ULT],nbats)
#bats (solns)
nbats (or nsolns)
(itth) iteration (chart 2.2). The tracing of third order
LLT
Lower limit
X tensor of floating point values during iteration
ULT
Upper bound
maps the footsteps of the algorithm towards the
optimum. Taha et al. [153] represented the position of bat in a binary string of length equal to number of
features (Nfeatures). The binary 1 corresponds to the selected while 0 to that unselected feature. Fister et
al. used quaternion  a  i * b  j * c  k * d  for position of bats and quaternion algebra for navigation.The
heuristics promote refinement of position of bats. A global best bat (or global best position) is calculated at
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each iteration. The number of bats is a user given integer and the X is initiated by random number
generator. The upgradation of positions is discussed in 2.14 under movement of bat.
2.3 Object (Fitness) function (objFn, FitnessFn)
An object function is task dependent i.e. different for classification, optimization etc. It is also based on
type of error minimization / outcome maximization and approaches like Bayesian. Mostly many tasks
solved in the last century are single object function based. Later multiple objectives are transformed into
a single function. However, recent interest is in multiple object function optimizations (MOOs) with
conflicting objectives. Alihodzic and Tuba [130]used entropy based object functions in bat algorithm
(Eqns. 2.A).
The numerical value obtained by substituting X and algorithm specific parameters at current
iteration in the object function is called object function value (Eqn. 2.A). It is the heart of optimization
/classification algorithm to arrive at global/local extrema within the desired level of accuracy. The vector is
sorted in ascending order and sets of best and worst objFnValue vectors with respect to a single object
function and corresponding X tensor are stored.
Eqn. 2.A: Single and multiple object functions



objFn  fn  x1,..., xd  ;  par;constants
T



MultiObjFn  objFni 

Eqn
.
2.1
Eqn
.
T
2.2

 objFn1 , objFn2 , ... objFnno _ objFns 

Conversion of MultiObjFn into SOFn

SOF

:

single object function

objFni

:

no _ objFns

:

i th SSO
number of objFns

Notation

objFn _
mul 2sing

 MultiObjFnT * wt

Tensor

 wt1 
 objFn1 , objFn2 , objFn3  *  wt2 
 
 wt3 

Vector
product

 wt1 * objFn1  wt2 * objFn2  


 wt3 * objFn3


wt   wt1 , wt2 , ... wtno _ objFns 

T

sum  wt   1;
Eqn. 2.4

Algebraic

Eqn. 2.3
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; default  0.9

randu ([0,1])

subsetLength  1  wtClasAccu

FitnessFn _ class (i , it )  wtClassAccu * prob Yj X  
subsetLength *

NoFeat  NoFeatSelect
NoFeat

𝑃(𝑌𝐽| 𝑋)

:
:

Number of solutions
classification accuracy

NoFeat

:

total number of all features

NoFeatSelect

:

number of selected features

objFnValue  m, it   objFn  X (i, j, it ); bat _ par (k , it )

objFnValueAsc  sortAsc  objFnValue 1, it  
[ row, col ]

 size  objFnValueAsc 

bestSet

 objFnValueAsc  col : col  p,1

worstSet

 objFnValueAsc 1: q,1

2.4 Frequency of ultrasound wave: The initial values of frequencies are bats are from uniform random
number (randu) generator. The linear scale has chances of better feedback information. Yet, different
patterns of variations in frequency are in vogue (chart 2.3). It controls the pace and range of the
movement. It is similar to particles in PSO.Xie et al. [151] proposed calculation of frequency adapting DE/best/2
strategy. The frequency outside the set limits is autocorrected (KB. 2.1, chart 2.3).
Eqn. 2.B: Frequency of emitted sound by artificial bats
KB. 2.1 : Auto correction of frequencies outside the user

Frequency (i, it )  randu

1 ,  2

 fmin, fmax 

specified limits

If

randu  [0,1]

Value of freq outside

If

Freq i >freqMax

Then

Freqi = freqMax

allowed limits
Then

+delta

Replace with a limit

If

Freq i < freqMin

Then

Freqi = freqMin

value
Chart 2.3: Different numerical limits in literature
for frequencies of bat emitted ultrasound
Freqmin
freqMax
13-abs
0
2

+delta

2.5Loudness
The scale of loudness is either 1 to 100 or 0 to 1. In each iteration, it is changed as in Eqn. 2.C. The initial
values are sometimes taken in the range [1 to 2].
Eqn. 2.C: Loudness in artificial bat sound

loudness(i, it  1)   * loudness(i, it )

0   1

 0
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Assumption

 

Default

    0.9

Loudness parameter- Evolution
𝜏0 and 𝜏1

learning
rates

𝜏0 = 𝜏1 = 0.1,
rand𝑖𝑖 = 1 ⋅⋅⋅ 4

randu[0, 1]

.

Classification: In a classification task employing Naive Bayes algorithm, loudness is calculated
empirically as number of features divided by five. The Value for maximum loudness is dynamic function
of number of features for some datasets (KB. 2.2).
KB. 2.2 : Reduction of features in classification by artificial bat
If
LoudnessMax = 3 & LoudnessMin =1
If
Bat is closer to the prey
Then
# features reduced from 3 to 2
Then #features = 1

2.6 Pulse emission rate: This parameter dictates the onset of a local search operation around the global best
bat solution (KB. 2.3). The rate of emission of pulses changes as the bats fly towards the prey. The initial
value is around zero or from a uniform random number in the range [0 to 1]. The number zero means no
pulses at all, and one corresponds to the maximum rate of pulse emission. The different proposals in
literature deserve intensive research in overall performance of bat algorithm.
Thus, loudness and pulse emission rates automatically control and auto-zoom the region with
promising solutions or successful prey hunt.
KB. 2.3: Variation of pulse emission rate with progress of prey hunting
Meta rule
If
Bat found prey
If
Bat is moving towards prey
decreases loudness &
Then
(i.e. position of bat in
rate of pulse emission increases
current iteration improved)
Amin = 0 means that a bat
Then
Refine loudness &
has just found the prey and
Pulse emission rate
temporarily stop emitting any sound
If
Then
Else

Higher pulse rate
Prob (conducting a local search around the global
best ) is low
Prob (conducting a local search around the global
best ) is high

If

it  large (i.e. )

PulseEmis _ rate  i, it  
Then

PulseEmis _ rate0
&

loudness(i , it )  0
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Eqn. 2.D: Pulse emission rate - Evolution
PulseEmis _ rate  i, it   PulseEmis _ rate0 *

PulseEmis _ rate  i, it  

1  exp(const ([0,1]) * it ) 

 it 
PulseEmis _ rate  i, it  1 * 

 fixPar 

3

2.7 Velocity of bat: The increment in velocity of ith bat is related to frequency (KB. 2.4).

vel _ inc i, it )   i * freqi

KB. 2.4 : Heuristics in refining velocity, loudness, pulse rate emission rate, and position during
(a)
if
Then

vel(i) > velMax
vel(i) = velMax

(b)
if
Then

epsi * loudness(i,it) > loudnessMax
epsi * loudness(i,it) = loudnessMax

if
Then

vel(i) < velMin
vel(i) = velMin

if
Then

epsi * loudness(i,it) < loudnessMin
epsi * loudness(i,it) = loudnessMin

(c)
if
Then
Else

x(i,it) > = xBestGlob(it)
xc = x(i,it)
xc = xBestGlob(it)

if

Then
if
Then

(d)
pulseEmsRate = pulseEmsRateInit * [ 1 - exp(-gama *it)]
loudness(i,it) = alpha * loudness(i,it-1)

Rand < loudness(i,it) &
objFnValue( xc ) <
objFnValue(xBestGlob(it))
Accept soln xc
Accept
Increase pulse emission rate &
Decrease loudness

2.8 Movement of bat:
Artificial bats navigate by using time delay from emission to the reflection.
Eqn. 2.E: Refinement of frequency, velocity and position of bat
Updating velocity

Frequency calculation

freq(i, it )  freqMin   freqMax  freqMin  * 

vel (i , it )  vel (i , it  1) 

 x(i, it  1)  xBestGlob(it )*
freq(i, it )
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Updating position X
Updating position X

x (i, it )  x (i, it  1)  vel (i , it )
Nsol
beta

:
:

xBestGlob

:

Number of solutions
Uniform random vector [0, 1] or
Normal random vector [0, 1]
Current global best location (solution)
which is located after comparing all the solutions
among all the n bats

 x(i, it  1)  xBestGlob(it )


X*

Difference between position of
global best bat and that of ith bat

Refinement of position of solutions in bat-algorithm

randu  [ 1,1]

xnew  xold  rand * freq(i, it )

Freq(i, it ) : Average loudness of
all bats at current iteration

Freq(i, it )  Freq(i, it )
Position X - Evolution

x (i, it )  xbest  ScFac * Loudness(i, it ) * randn([0,1])
If
Then

ScFac : Scaling factor for Loudness

Randu([0,1]) > pulseEmisRate(i,it)

x(i, it )  xbest  Loudness(i, it ) * randn([1,1])

2.9 Current best solution: The refined solutions in that iteration (it < itMax) for all bats are calculated and
sorted in the order of magnitudes of objFnValue tensor. The sets of best and worst solutions (or swarm of
bats) are stored for further use or for expert system based monitoring of the progress during iterations for a
deeper levelpostmortem of failure or passive natureof algorithm.
2.10 Local search: One of the current best solutions is chosen for carrying out local search. A random
walk is performed for an intensive local search with appropriately tuned loudness and pulse rate (KB)of
bats. It results in generating a new solution for each bat based their positions.
2.11 Acceptance of current solution: The heuristics for acceptance or rejection of the refined solution are
in KB. 2.5.
It is a quality control of iteration procedure checking the progress in the right direction.
KB. 2.5: Heuristics for acceptance of refined solution in the iteration process
if

(randn([0,1]< Loudness(i,it) &
objFn (xi) < objFn (xbestGlob))
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Accept new solutions as current values

x (i, j, it )
objFnValue  x (i, it ) 
Else

reject current values and
retain previous iteration best ones
x (i, j, it  1)
objFnValue  objFn  x(i, it  1) 

end if

2.12 Exploration and exploitation: A simple way is to examine the search exhaustively with in grid of
desired accuracy of solution. It is practicable for linear and quadratic equations in one variable and that too
when integer solutions are the target within a small range (-5 to +5 or at the most -10 to +10). In all other
even tiny problems, real life tasks in science, engineering and commerce, well established root finding,
optimization procedures are in practice. Gradient based approaches have tremendous success over one
century in research. When the gradient is not easy to calculate, direct search methods were proposed. In
statistical experimental exploratory analysis of optimum operating conditions, even function relating
response and assumed causal factors are not known. Here empirical models like full quadratic model,
neural networks are the choice. Simplex optimization and its advances also find a place in this pursuit. In
global and/or multi-objective optimization with multiple constraints with pathological (in mathematical
sense) profiles of response, error function/object function, nature inspired algorithms found a niche, which
superseded most of yester years mathematical procedures. Appendix NIA-2depicts a brief roadmap of the
evolution of these procedures.
Exploration refers rough search in large intervals in each dimension to search for the presence of
an extremum and is also known as global search/haunt/wide-scale or telescopic view. On the other hand,
either from a priori knowledge, results of exploration, intensive/ small scale/microscopic inspection is the
population local search or referred as exploitation in the sense that eagle' view of presence of prey is
hunted in close area. The simile is going around bush.
In bat algorithm, loudness Ai and the rate ri of pulse emission are heuristically changed during the
iterations to provide an effective mechanism to control the exploration and exploitation and switch to
exploitation stage at appropriate stage.
2.13 Input data: The input (chart 2.4) to the bat algorithm is through an ASCII file, GUI or in the
interactive expert system driven mode. The object function, algorithm specific parameters, general
optimization constants and task (optimisation, classification etc.) specific data are inputted to the
algorithm.
Chart 2.4(a) Input & parameters

o

Input data



Task specific
[optimization, classification,
image analysis ]

o

Optimization



Maxit, Convergence criteria

Chart 2.4 (b) : Bat echolocation specific parameters
pulse emission rates at PulseEmis_rate (i,it)
xi
loudness
loudnss Ai
pulse frequency
freqi at xi
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relevant parameters

o
o

Objective function
Initialization of
algorithm specific
free parameters




Maximum no of iterations
Convergence
CPU time

Built in, user chosen
Frequency, Loudness, pulse
emission rate,

MaxIt
Accracy_X
MaxCPU_minutes

Alg. 2.1: Initialization
Position of bats
x
velocity






vel

User choice or default values: The number of bats, (approximate solutions), maximum number of
iterations are user's choice. But, otherwise default values are software driven.
Algorithm specific parameters: The frequency, loudness, pulse emission rates and their variation
during the entire process are also user chosen depending upon the task and desired accuracy. The
values used in different published reports serve as a guideline.
Initialization:The positions of bats (i.e. values of approximate solutions in d-dimensional search
space), frequency and velocity are initiated (Alg.2.1).

2.14 Bird's eye view of basic Bat algorithm: To start with,the fitness function (objFn) is calculated with
the approximate values of solution and algorithm specific parameters. It follows the refining frequency of
each bat, velocity and position, pulse emission rate etc. The position best bat among them is selected.
This corresponds to exploration or global search. The prospects on the finer grid around the global best
position are carried out and it is referred as local search or exploitation. The results of test for acceptance
of this solution is performed indicate whether the current best is in the correct direction to approach the
optimum solution. If so, the loudness is decreased and pulse emission rate is increased. Now the bats are
ranked and position of current best bat is calculated. The iterative process is continued until convergence
criteria are met or time out condition (maximum number of iterations and /or CPU hours) is reached. The
Alg. 2.2 incorporates stepwise operations of basic bat algorithm.
Alg. 2.2: Basic bat algorithm
Input & parameters

Chart 2.4

Cal ObjFnvalue with initial conditions

Eqn. 2.B

Initialization

Alg. 2.1

% Algorithm detects the most successful solution as 𝑥best before starting iterative search
process
eval = evaluate the new population
𝑓min = find best solution(xbest);
(a) Major steps
Iteration

(c ) Pseudo code

Begin
%% Bat alg.

Begin %%

% Exploitation OR Global search

while

it <maxIt | ~converged
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Variation operation

Adjust frequency

Best solution

Generate new solutions

% Exploration OR Local search

Updating

Best solution

Velocities
Locations/solutions

Convergence test
if

% Movement of bat in the search

End

Rand([0,1])> ri

space

%improve the best solution(xbest)

Replacement operator

Cal best set of solutions

%% End

Select one among them

Bat alg. %%

Iteration
Generate a local solution around selected
best solution
end if
random flight of bat
calculate new solution
%simulated annealing
if

(randn([0,1]< Loudness(i,it) &
freq(xi)< freq(xbestGlob))
Accept new solutions
Increase pulseEmissRate(ri) and reduce Freqi (Ai)

end if
objFnmin = find the best solution(xbest);
Rank bats
calculate current bestxbestGlob
end while



Output

2.15 Positive features and Limitations of bat algorithm:Since frequency of sound transmitted, pulse
emission rate dictate movement of bat to reach the optimum location, it can be thought of as a frequencytuning algorithm. The variation or tuning of frequency is similar to a parameter in PSO/ harmony search
or temperature in SAA. They drive towards regions of promising solutions and also help in resorting to
exploitation from exploration. This is one positive feature of bat metaheuristic. The one-one mapping of
processes in nature and artificial bat are briefly depicted in chart 2.5. The inherent advantages and
shortcomings with remedial measures of basic bat algorithm are given inchart 2.6.
Chart 2.5: One-to-one mapping of bat
algorithm to
mathematical optimization
Nature Inspired
(NI). Bat alg.
Distribution

Chart 2.6: Remedial measures for limitations and inherent +
points of bat alg.



Math. Optimization
alg.
Random

Positive
characteristics



Balanced combination of exploration and
exploitation.
Quick convergence at a very initial stage by
switching
from exploration to exploitation
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flight

positions of
approximate
solutions



Movement
to a new
position
Exploration





Iterate

Transmission
of ultra-sonic
sound
Analysis of
echo from
the prey

end
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Finding
global best
Refined
new
position
Exploitation

Position
Velocity of
bat
flight

End





Limitations

┴



End

Local
search
New global
best
position
iteration

Acceptable results for lower dimensional
problems
Pulse emission rate controls exploration and
exploitation
Exploitation capability results in good
intensification
Varying frequency and pulse emission ratetoo
quickly
(i.e. fast switching to exploitation stage) leads
to stagnation
after some initial stage
Remedy: [Genetic operators, PSO]
Difficult for multimodal optimization problems
Remedy:Pareto front
Poor results for high dimensional and/or hard
problems
Remedy: Self adaptation of control parameters
Injection of problem specific knowledge
in the form of local search
algorithm loses exploration capability with
progressof iterations
Remedy: inserting differential operators

for crossover andmutation



A few solutions get stuck in some local minima
Remedy:ABC algorithm



Poor in balancing exploitation and
exploration in certain tasks/datasets
 Local optima
Remedy: Bat with double-subpopulation

3. Applicationsof bat algorithm

Bat algorithm and its advanced versions find applications in science, engineering and mathematics.
Typical diverse tasks studied include classification, fuzzy clustering, function approximation, parameter
estimation in dynamicbiological systems, multi-objective optimization, image matching, economic load
and emission dispatchproblems, data mining, scheduling problems, neural networks, and phishing website
detection.
Chemistry
Nuclear reactor core: Kashi et al. [143]developed bat Algorithm Nodal Expansion Code (BANEC) and
used for optimizing
loading of fuel in nuclear reactor core. The multiple object functions viz.
maximizing multiplication factor and minimizing power peaking factor are simultaneously solved and the
software system is tested with two PWR test cases including KWU and BIBLIS reactors.
Fuel cell: The high accuracy in performance of simulated proton exchange membrane fuel cell was
hampered due to error in parameter estimation. Turgut and Coban [94]modelled optimal proton exchange
membrane fuel cell is with hybrid DE and Teaching Learning algorithm (chart 3.1).
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Chart 3.1: Methods of comparison for
Fuel cell performance

 DE + Teaching Leaning >>

 Melody Search (MS)
 Backtracking Search (BS)
 Artificial Cooperative Search





(ACS)
Quantum
behaved
PSO
(QPSO)
Bat algorithm (BAT)
Intelligent Tuned Harmony
Search (ITHS)
Cuckoo Search (CS)

Chemical biology
Gene expression dataset: Mishra and Mishra [110] analyzed gene expression data with hybrid bat and
functional link NN method (chart 3.2, Alg. 3.1). It excelled recent similar procedures in accuracy. Recent
interest in classification/pattern recognition is around ensemble of learning techniques which are also
known as classifier fusion.
Chart 3.2: Classification of gene expression data
Classifiers
Methods of Comparison
 Particle Swarm Optimization-  UniformVoting
Functional Link Neural Network  Distribution Summation
(PSO-FLANN),
 Bat inspired-Functional Link  Dempster–Shafer
Artificial Neural Network (BAT-  Entropy Weighting
FLANN)
 Density based Weighting
 Support Vector Machine (SVM),

Alg. 3.1 : Bat-Functional Link Artificial Neural Network
for

i=1:NoOfIteration
for j=1: n
read Dj
compute each batj frequency as fj
compute class(object) distance from batj as S
objectj
compute for each class
update
compute the new position Pj and change pulse
rate controller c1 of Batj

delwt = wt
fj= c1 * Mean(Dj)
Sobject j =fj * Dj * delwt
Ej= Sobject j – 1
wt = wt-2*μ*Ei
if

end

Ej<Ej-1
Pj = Pj + Ej
c1 = fj + c2 * Pj * Ej2

calculate the error and update wt
end
end

err(i)=Mean(E)
wt = wt- delwt
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Chemical technology
Ethanol Production: Farias Jr. et al. [136]modeled the data the fermentation process. The extreme learning
machine combined with bat algorithm is a viable alternative to standard soft sensor approach using
MLP_NN (chart 3.3).
Chart 3.3: Bat +Extreme learning machine for fermentation in ethanol
manufacture
Chemical processes
Prediction
 Alkaline hydrogen peroxide  Concentration of ethanol,
pre-treatment
 Substrate cells from secondary
measurements
 Hydrolyzed sugarcane bagasse
o pH, turbidity,
 Fermentation of a mixture of
o CO2, temperature
molasses
[Bat + ExtLrnMach] > NN

Energy
Fuzzy + bat alg.
Using fuzzy systems and bat algorithm has shown a reliable match between prediction and actual data for
energy modelling.
Pattern recognition
 Classification/Discrimination
Feature selection: Rodrigues et al. [137] solved feature selection as an binary-valued optimization problem.
The wrapper feature selection approach with maximization of Optimum-Path Forest (OPF) accuracy over a
validating set as the fitness function is used employing bat algorithm. The quality of reduced feature set is
assessed with six public datasets. The feature selection approach leads to classification model as simple
as possible, optimizes classifier's predictive capability and looks after curse of dimensionality hurdle.

 Image analysis:
Maximizing fuzzy entropy with bat algorithm:Ye et al. [101]applied bat algorithm to maximize fuzzy
entropy in modeling natural and infrared images (Fig. 3.1). This method surpassed when ABC, GA, PSO,
ACO are used instead of BAT metaheuristic. Image threshold is formulated as a constrained optimization
task.
Fig. 3.1: Image segmentation with entropy maximization using bat alg.
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Minimum path distance or shortest route
TSP: Travelling sales man problem belongs to minimum distance task. The distance between two adjacent

nodes/cities can be coded in terms of time delay. The microbats use time difference between their two ears
to obtain three-dimensional information. Thus, bat algorithm is a apt in solving TSP for large number of
cities.
Medical diagnosis
Breast cancer data: Mishra et al. [162, 110] used different microarray datasets for classification of cancer
using bat-NN, PSO and NN models (chart 3.4).The hybrid bat algorithm classified with more than
90%accuracy while other methods performance is less than 70%.
Chart 3.4: Microarray assay of breast cancer
Data set
NP x Nfeatures
Raw data
PCA
Breast Cancer
98 * 1213
98 * 97
Lung Cancer
197 * 581
197 * 81
StJudel Leukemia 248 * 985
248 * 91

1-11
12-62
others

1
2
3

Artificial pancreas design patient-specific: Kirubakaran et al. [138] estimated Hovorka–Wilinsk (H–W)
model parameters from virtual patient data employing chaotic bat metaheuristic. The designed artificial
pancreas is tested for efficient elimination of hypoglycemic danger. The multiple empirical (second-order
plus delay time) models for glucose–insulin dynamics are analyzed by k-means clustering and implicit
ones are used in predictive controllers (mpMPCs). The design of on board insulin safety trigger is
designed using estimated H–W model results with multiple full-order linearized chaotic bat algorithms in
fuzzy logic domain.
Engineering
Bat algorithm has been used for engineering design,[10]
Electric power systems
Electrical engineering: Guerraiche et al. [120] applied 'directed bat algorithm' for optimizing non-linear
mathematical model of multi-state series–parallel power system with constraints. The minimization of
investment cost for selecting appropriate components from power system is mapped as resolving
redundancy optimization problem. The modified bat algorithm is 5-10% more efficient compared to ABC
algorithm.
Design of passive power filters: Yang and Le [103]proposed bat algorithm with Pareto front for the design
of passive power filters(PPFs). Introducing common characteristics like single-tuning, second-order, thirdorder, and C-type damping in passive filters suppresses critical harmonics and improve power factor.
Electric power generating company's activity: proposed a model for bidding price against bidding quantity
in constrained electricity market. The information about rivals here is incomplete. The task is modelled as
a bi-level optimization challenge. The higher level component maximizes GENCO's payoff and lower
level task finds solution for market clearing based on maximization of social welfare. The nature inspiring
algorithm is enhanced bat echolocation procedure.
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Optimal placement of capacitors in radial distribution systems: Injeti et al. [118]achieved optimal
placement of capacitors on standard 34 and 85 bus in radial distribution systems with bat algorithm
[chart 3.5].
Chart 3.5: Placement of capacitors in distribution systems
Objectives
1) Minimization ( real power loss )
2) Maximization ( network savings )






Methods compared
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Harmonic Search (HS),
Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC),
Teaching Learning Based Optimization
(TLBO)
┴ Plant Growth Simulation Algorithm
(PGSA),

┴
┴
┴
┴
┴

optimal placement of fixed size of capacitor banks
(Variable Locations Fixed Capacitor banks-VLFQ)
optimal sizing and placement of capacitors
(Variable Locations Variable sizing of CapacitorsVLVQ)

Batteries and thermal energy storage: Ikeda and Ooka [122]resorted to nature inspired metaheuristic tools
for peak load shifting energy systems with an objective of less computational time consumption (chart
3.6).

Chart 3.6: Storage of batteries and thermal energy
Meta heuristics
 Genetic algorithms
+
 Particle swarm optimization
 Cuckoo search
 Differential evolution

 Mutation-pso
 Cuckoo search
 Bat_self-adaptive learning

m-PSO and
advantageous
programming

cuckoo search
over
Dynamic

Mathematical
methods
+ Theoretically
solution

programming
optimal



Computationally
consuming

o

Optimization of operating schedules of
energy systems

o
o
o

time

+ m-PSO was the fastest
+ cuckoo search most accura

Battery
TES
Air-source heat pump

o
o
o

Cuckoo search
Semi-optimal solution
135 times faster than
Dynamic programming
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Structural Engineering
Structural optimization: Hasançebi et al. [160] investigated the performance of bat algorithm in truss
structure design for minimum weight with constraints like stress and stability based on AISC-ASD
(American Institute of Steel Construction-Allowable Stress Design).
Taper cutting in WEDM process: Nayak and Mahapatra [92] applied multiple tools for taper cutting in
WEDM (wire electrical discharge machining process) process. Taguchi experimental design with factors
viz. part thickness, taper angle, pulse duration, discharge current, wire speed and wire tension is used to
obtain optimum values. The multiple performance characteristics were transformed into an equivalent
single performance by maximum deviation theory. Thus, overcomes inherent limitation of Taguchi
design in simultaneous optimization of performance characteristics.
Makespan in a Flow Shop: Pugazhenthi and Xavior [147]modeled flow shop scheduling in modern
manufacturing unit with bat algorithm. Using reverse engineering procedure, minimal make span is
achieved (chart 3.7).
Renewable energy: Kavousi-Fard and Niknam [144] reported the application renewable energy systems
with self-adaptive modified bat optimization algorithm (chart 3.8). The reliability of the system is studied
by effect of renewable energy sources on the reliability of the power system and wind power.
Multilevel thresholding task: Kiran [109]investigated the relative efficiency of bat algorithm and several
other metaheuristic procedures with large (twenty ) set of bench mark functions in two to five dimensions
and multilevel thresholding tasks (chart 3.9).
Scheduling of high speed trains: Zheng [112][BAT-59] reported application of a newly developed water
wave optimization for real life scheduling of high speed trains in China and diverse set global optima for
diverse bench mark functions. The computational results are compared with bat and other nature inspiring
algorithms (chart 3.10).
Typical functionstestedwith Bat algorithm are incorporated in chart 3.11. Miscellaneous
applications in of ba heuristic in diverse tasks are tabulated (table 3.1).
Chart 3.7: Flow shop design with GA+bat



Task



Model

 Permutation flow shop design


GA + Bat >> [ CDS NEH heuristics];

Chart 3.9: Comparison of bat with tree-seed and
other metaheuristics








Tree-seed algorithm
Artificial bee colony (ABC)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO),
Harmony search (HS)
firefly algorithm (FA)
bat algorithm (BA)

Chart 3.8: Multi-object renewable energy task
Task :
Multi-object Function
 System
Average
 optimization
Interruption
 discrete,
Frequency Index
 nonlinear
 Average Energy Not
 non-convex
Supplied
 Total active power
losses
 Total network cost
Chart 3.10: High speed train scheduling
efficiency comparison of bat, invasive weed etc.
alg.






Invasive weed optimization
Biogeography-based optimization
Bat algorithm
...
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Water wave optimization
 Water waves
in nature
 Propagation
 Refraction
 Breaking

 Nature Inspired
Water waves alg.
+ Easy to implement

+ Small-size population
+ Few control parameters
+ High-dimensional solution
space

Chart 3.11: Test
functions
o Griewangk
o Rastringin
o Rosenbrock
o Ackley
o Schwefel
o De Jong's
sphere
o Easom
o Michalewicz
o Xin-She
Yang
o Zakharov

Table 3.1: Applications of Bat metaheuristic in diverse tasks
Task

Ref

Classification using bat algorithm to update the

162

weights of a Functional Link Artificial Neural Network
(FLANN)

+

Faster than FLANN PSO-FLANN

Wireless sensor networks

104

CModified Cuckoo Search with MAP (MCS-MAP) algorithm
Firefly Optimization Algorithm with MAP (FOA-MAP)
Constrained economic interline power-load dispatch

91

Enhanced Bat Algorithm
Design of Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control in Photovoltaic (PV) systems --> mapped as optimization

95

problem
Minimization of real power losses in a power system in presence of unified power flow controller (UPFC)

+

117

Compared with GA

automatic generation control (AGC) of an interconnected multi area thermal system

116

Fault diagnosis (binary bat algorithm)

125

o

Low-speed rolling element bearing failures

Planning of sports training sessions

121

Load frequency control

114

Dual mode Bat algorithm based scheduling of PI controllers for interconnected power systems.
Applied tomulti-area interconnected thermal power system
Tuning of stabilizers of New England test system

115
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(ACO, GA,Bat)
Telecommunications.

113

Process planning

111

Optimal spot pricing in electricity market

142

Bat >> LP, GA
optimal design of Power System Stabilizers (PSSs) in a multi-machine environment

141

Bat >>GA
Robust tuning of power system stabilizer

140

BatAlg_ > PSO_ CPSS
Bi-objective inventory model

o

146

single manufacturer-single vendor multi-retailer (SM-SV-MR) supply chain

Micro-grid operation management

139

Optimal sizing of battery energy storage
Real-size large steel frames under actual load and design conditions

145

Unconfined compressive strength of cement-based bricks

124

(Bat +SVR)
(Single objective& multi-objective) multiprocessor scheduling

Commerce
Stock price prediction: Hafeziet al.[100] found bat-neural network multi-agent system (BNNMAS) is
superior to genetic_NN and generalized regression_NN in predicting long term DAX stock-market price.
The data comprised of quarterly values for a period of eight years. It is a four layer multi-agent frame
work.
4. Recent advances in bat algorithm research
Binary bat algorithm: A binary version of bat was reported for feature selectionin classification.
Quaternion bat alg.: Fister et al. [149] represented data in quaternion form in bat algorithm.It is applied to
computational geometry and large-scale optimization problems wherein extensive geometric rotations play
a key role.
Multi-objective bat algorithm:Compared to single objective optimization (SOO), multi-objective
optimization (MOO) problems are more complicated and rarely unique solution is arrived at. Pareto
optimality front is a sought after approach. The details of Pareto-optimality and its application in chemical
technology will be published separately [228].But, often, MOO task is transformed into a single objective
function and solved by traditional procedures. Xin-She Yang [37] extended bat algorithm for multi-object
optimization real life problems (Alg. 4.1).
Eqns. 4.A: Multi-objective Bat alg.

Pareto optimal set in the search space

Alg. 4.1 : Multi-objective bat algorithm
for j = 1 to NP_ParetoFronts
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Generate K weights wk ≥ 0
Form a single objective

weights



Iteraive procedure

Randu([0,1])
Weights with sufficient diversity -->



Record xbestGlob as a non-dominated solution

Approximate Pareto front
end

for

Cloud computing: This paradigm employs shared pool of resources available on internet and exploits the
benefits of high performance distributed computing. Here, scheduling is a key factor and belongs to a
category of NP-hard problems. In fact, there are no algorithms giving optimal solutions with in polynomial
time. Thus, one should resort to suboptimal solution within reasonable CPU time. Bat algorithm is
compared for efficiency with ACO, GA, PSO and League Championship Algorithms.
Single sonar unit (SSU) alg.:Tawfeeq [02-bat] [164] mimicked natural bat sonar echolocation phenomenon
in proposing an intelligent optimization algorithm with different strategies. In the first strategy, a single
sonar unit with a single starting point and fixed beam length is used (Alg. 4.2).
Limitation of SSU: Random selection of algorithm specific parameters like beam length, state space or
specific nature of task vitiate the progress of approximate solution towards global optimum. It is because,
the selected length of the transmitted beam is too long or too short (in one or more directions). Thus, it
cannot probe in to the area in where global minimum or maximum of object function profile exists.
Remedy: Single Sonar Unit with a Momentum (SSM)
Alg. 4.2 : Single sonar alg.
(a) Major steps
Input & parameters
Cal objFn at the approximate point
Iteration Until not converged
Position refinement
Test for convergence
End
Iteration
Then

if
Then

Number of beams in each single transmitted
signal.
randInt (smallnumber)
any point in the search space
selected randomly.

nbeams

Angle between beams

θ

Starting point
poss

Method = "Fixedθ"
randomly select a small fixed value θ
between any two successive beams
Method = " Randθ "
randomly select a different angle θi
between any two
successive beams, where (i=1, …, N-1).

Initialization
Solution range: min, max values of the search space
- Beam length L: random value not exceeding half
the
solution range
Methods: [techniques "Fixedθ" and "Randθ"]

Courtesy of 02-bat
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(c ) Pseudo code
while it <maxIt | ~converged
Select random value representing the main beam
direction θm starting from poss

(d) Comparision of objFn values
if
Then
else

Transmit N beams starting from poss with main
beam direction of θm and angle θ between any
two successive beams
Determine the coordinates of the remote end
point posi for each transmitted beam (i=1,…,N)

Cal Stopping criteria
Fs is the optimum value (i.e., for maximizing Fs ≥
Fi, and for minimizing Fs ≤ Fi) then go to step 3
Not converged
Replace the coordinates of poss with the
coordinates of the optimum point of Fi and
replace Fs with the optimum Fi:
poss = posi of optimum Fi
Fs = optimum Fi,
converged

evaluate the fitness function Fi at these ends
end while

Alg. 4. 2b: Single Sonar Units with A Momentum







%% Single sonar unit algorithm %%
Solution is checked for local optimum
Calculate length of transmitted beam with momentum

Leng _ Beam (it  1)  Leng _ Beam(it )* 1  Momentum 
0  Momentum  1

Reduces probability of convergence towards a
local optimum.

Multi_sonar search alg.: Using core structure of single sonar search strategy, a multi-sonar heuristic is
proposed (Alg. 4.3).
Alg. 4.3: Multiple sonar search alg.
Major steps
For i : number_sonar_units
Initiate a starting position
end for
%% Search for optimum position
tensor
Parallel search %%




Advantages
Converges for
o larger search space
o More complicated
surfaces
Low CPU time

Multi(3-) sonar units
Courtesy from 02-bat
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Intermittent search procedure:Thebat algorithm was found to perform better than intermittent search
procedure using suite of test functions and tasks from engineering literature.
Bat algorithm_Meng: Menget al. [108] improved the performance of bat algorithm by adding new features
viz. habitat selection and self-adaptive compensation of natural bats. The proper selection between
quantum and mechanical behavior could model habitat selection in bats. The contribution of Doppler
effect in echoes is taken care by self-adaptive compensation in bats. In addition to it, self-adaptive local
search is also incorporated. These new phenomenon improved the echolocation and yielded superior
results for twenty bench mark test sets and four real-life engineering design problems.
Double-subpopulation variant of the bat algorithm: Jun et al. [123] introduced double subpopulation sets
and Levy light in bat algorithm to combat with chances of getting trapped in local minima.
Bat algorithm with multi-population cooperation: Jaddi et al. [126] improved bat algorithm (chart 4.1) and
applied to simultaneous optimization of NN architecture and connecting weights. The test data used is
from classification and time series tasks.
Chart 4.2: Bat algorithm for refining ANFIT parameters

Chart 4.1: Bat alg + multi-population +
coevolution of slave subpopulation
 velocity equation

ANFIS
parameters
refinement

 Two topologies for subpopulations







Increases cooperation
Maintains diversity of bats in population

Topology-1



 Combination of Ring + Master-slave mechanisms
 Topology-2
 Master–Slave strategy +
Insertion of coevolving strategy of
slave subpopulations

for

Goodness
statistics

Learning Rate (η)

o

Forgetting
(λ)

o

Factor

Steepest Descent
Momentum
Constant (α)

o
o

of

model

Root
Mean
Squared Error
Integral
of
Absolute Error
Integral of Time
Multiplied
Absolute Error
Integral
of
Squared Error

Alg. 4.4: Algorithm for bat algorithm with habitat
selection







Add-ons-to basic bat alg.
Model for bats’ habitat selection
Cal selection between their quantum behaviors &
mechanical behaviors
Bats’ self-adaptive compensation for Doppler effect in
echoes


For bats = 1: nbas
Individual’s difference in the compensation rate
Echolocation characteristics
End




Self-adaptive local search strategy
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5. Hybrid-bat algorithm
In an attempt to enhance the capabilities of bat algorithm and render it robust and high efficient, many
modules from other nature-mimicking or mathematical/statistical algorithms with positive functional
advantages are incorporated in hybrid systems. This opens a futuristic fusion mode, intelligent choice of
components for subtasks. In most of nature inspired algorithms, some of basic characteristics are translated
into NIAs. Incorporating some more details of bio-processes in each step will enhance efficacy and may
even accuracy of solutions.
Fuzzy logic + bat:Khan et al. [168] hybridized fuzzy method with bat algorithm for a clustering task. The
application to ergonomic workplace problems proved the good predictive capability.
Fuzzy logic + Bat alg.: Khooban and Niknam [119] applied the hybrid Self-Adaptive Modified Bat
(SAMBA) and the Fuzzy Logic (FL) algorithms for control of multi-area electric load frequency. It
optimizes input/output membership functions and parameters of controller simultaneously imparting
stability and robustness against extregenous disturbances and impermanent dynamics. The application to
four-area interconnected power system shows the present system is superior to proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller and Optimal Fuzzy PID (OFPID) controllers.
Neural Networks
NN training and optimization of architecture: Svečko and Kusić [107]employed bat algorithm for
optimization of number of neurons and training weights of a NN model for precise positional controls of
piezoelectric actuators (PEA).
Simultaneous optimization of NN architecture and weight refining: Jaddi et al. et al. [105,126]applied
modified bat algorithm for optimum architecture of NN and refinement of weights and biases. The changes
in bat algorithm are introduction of personal best solution in changing velocity and three different chaotic
maps. Taguchi refinement of parameters of algorithm imparted best characteristics to solution. Six
classification and two time series benchmark datasets along with a real life task of prediction of rain fall
data are used in this study.
Fine tuning of learning parameters of ANFIS:Premkumar and Manikandan [102] reported speed control of
brushless DC motor with ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System) model. GA, PSO and bat
algorithm are employed in tuning of the gains of the Proportional Integral Derivative (PID), Fuzzy PID
and Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Controller. The online ANFIS controller optimized by bat algorithm has
superior performance compared to the other controllers.
Refining weights of Neural Network (FLANN) classifier: Mishra et al. [110,162] applied bat algorithm to
refine weights of NN classifier and cancer data sets are analyzed with more than 90% accuracy.
k-means + bat alg.: The combination of k-means, a popular procedure with bat algorithm is used for
efficient clustering.
PSO + MultiObjective Bat alg.:George [97] proposed hybridization of PSO with bat alg. for multi-objective

optimization tasks (Alg.4.zz). In the local search, PSO is used for better accuracy and multi-objective bat
algorithm is in the global updating process.
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Alg. 5.1. (a) Multiple-objective Bat- algorithm

Alg. 5.1 (b ):PSO algorithm

For

i= 1:noObjFns

For

Cal objFn

end

Generate K weights wk>=0 so that ΣK
k=1 wk=1
for

If

current value > pbesti,

Form a single objective f=ΣKK=1wkfk

Then

Current value <-- pbesti current

while

i= 1:noSolns

location<----XBestGlob

it <maxIt | ~converged

A particle (solution) in the neighborhood

Generate new solutions
Updating position,velocity, frequency,
pulse emission rate (Bat-algiorithm)
If
Rand([0,1])> pulseEmissionRate
Local search around global best
end

if

If

(randn([0,1]< Loudness(i,it) & f(xi)<
f(xbestGlob))

of hitherto best success is indexed as
gbestGlob
end

for

Alg. 5.1 (c):Multiple-objective-PSO- Bat- algorithm
Iterate

Acceptance of solution
Initialization

Adaptation of frequency (KB 2.1)

%% PSO_operation %%

pulse emission rate
end

Form a single objective function Eqn. 2.3

if

Repeat

Ranking of bats

Updatting position, velocity

Current best solution xbest(i,j,it)
end

vi ← _vi + _ U(0,φ1)⊗( _ pi − _xi )+ _
U(0,φ2)⊗( _ pg −
_xi ),
_xi ← _xi + _vi.

while
Non_dominated-Soln <-- xbest(i,j,it)

Until

sufficient good fitness or maxIt
%% MOBA search
process%%

End
end

%% global updating rule
%%
until

Iterate
Non_dominated-Soln <-- xbest(i,j,it)

Harmony search + Bat alg.: Wang and Guo [152] proposed hybridization of pitch adjustment operation of
HarmSerch in bat updating heuristics (Alg. 5.2). It serves as a mutation operator and speeds up
convergence. This method is tested with fourteen standard benchmark functions and the results are
competitive with basic bat and other nature inspired procedures viz. ACO, BA, BBO, DE, ES, GA, HS,
PSO, and SGA.
Alg. 5.2a: Bat-Harmony-Elitism algorithm -- pseudo
code
Parameters & Initiation

Limitations of Basic bat alg.




search relies entirely on random walks -->
fast convergence cannot be guaranteed
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it < maxIt | ~converged
all bats
%% Bat alg.
%%
%% Harmony search %%
%% Elitism of GA%%
end for bats

Remedial Measures
Injection of problem specific
knowledge in the form of local search
o Adding mutation operator

For

o

end while
Alg, 5.2 b. Parameters & Initiation




Alg, 5.2 (c ) %% Elitism algorithm %%
Evaluate the fitness for the offsprings
𝑥𝑡u,xtt,xvt

Iteration dependent parameters
Algorithm specific parameters
 Bat echolocation
 Harmony search
 Elitism

If
end

Modifications



Fixed

Values

Alg. 5.2 (d): Harmony search
specific parameters
Harmony memory
Harm.Mem.
consideration
Consid.Rate
Rate
Pitch adjustment rate
Pitch.Adjust.
rate
Bandwidth.
Bandwidth

used
0.5

frequency


I

Fixed

0.95

loudness



Pulse
emission

Elitism specific
parameters
Maximum of elite
individuals retained

0.6

rate

operator

II

Elite.individ.
retained.Max

Increase diversity of the
population -->
improved search efficiency
fast convergence

 Mutation



RandU < Loudness
Xtr1 = xtk
if
Replace Keep worst bats with
KEEP_best bats stored

Harmony
memory
considerati

0.95

If

randU[0.0 to 1.0]<=
pulseEmisRate

on
Rate
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Then

pitch adjustment
operation in HS i.e.
serving as a mutation
operator





Increases
diversity of
population

vel (i, it )  vel (i, it  1) 

 vel (i, it )  xbestGlob  * freqFix
x (i, it )  x (i, it  1)  vel (i, it )

Improved
search
efficiency

Pitch
adjustmen

0.1

t rate

III

Retaining best solutions of
population -->
prevents corruption of best
solutions by pitch adjustment
operator

 Elitism

Alg. 5.2 (e) %% Harmony algorithm %%
Harmony search algorithm parameters
Cal fitnessFnvalues for NSolns
while it <maxIt | ~converged
For

dim = 1:NDim%% Harmony Search
If
randU < HMCR
Then Xnew(dim) = xa(dim)

a [1, 2,...., HMS ]

If
Then

else

End
end

randU < PAR
xnew(dim) = xold(dim) + bandWidth * (2 *
randu -1)
End
If
xew(dim) = xmin(dim) + randU* (xmax(dim) xmin(dim) )

endif
for dim
For%% Harmony search

end while

Naive Bayes + bat algorithm (NaiveBayes_BatAlg): Taha et al. [153] hybridized Naive Bayes algorithm
with bat method for feature selection in classification task (Alg. 5.3). Here, maximum velocity is taken as
equal to one third of number of features.
Alg. 5.3 : Hybrid Self adaptive Bat alg. (Hyb.selfAdap.Bat)
Features & limitations of binary bat algorithm

KB. 2.5: Retention of features of global best bat
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Binary bat algorithm





Velocity is calculated for each feature -->

If

velocity of 𝑖th bat < = number of different bits,

Then

𝑖th bat will copy some features from global best bat

Large CPU time

---> moving

Departs from philosophy of Bat alg.

towards global best bat while still exploring
new search space

Remedy : NB-BA






Calculates velocity once for each solution
Adaptive for feature selection task

If

velocities of 𝑖th bat > velocity of global best bat

Then

𝑖th bat will import all features from the global best bat
[i.e. becomes same as global best bat]

Mimics Bat algorithm behavior

Velocity increment of ith bat i *

a few different bits further facilitate exploitation

freqi

Current global best location (solution) in whole bats swarm.
If
Then

x(i, it  1)  xBestGlob(it )
𝑖th bat has less features than those of global best bat

vel (i, it  1)   x(i, it  1)  xBestGlob(it ) 



accelerates ith bat to move towards
global best bat

If
Then

x (i, it  1)  xBestGlob(it )
ith bat has more features than those of the global best bat

vel (i, it  1)   x(i, it  1)  xBestGlob(it )



will decrease the velocity of ith bat and
help to attract it closer to global best bat

DE + Levy flights + bat alg.
Xie et al. [151] proposed injecting Levy flights and differential operators into bat algorithm at different
stages of foraging flight for its prey (alg. 5.4).
Alg. 5.4: Bat + Levy flights + double






Lévy flight bat algorithm
Dynamic transition strategy double subgroup
external exploration subgroup
internal exploitation subgroup)

+
+

Increased local exploiting ability of BA
Improve the global exploring ability

SVR +Bat algs: Ansari and Gholami [128] found Bat alg. is superior in terms of correlation and mean
square error to arrive at free parameters of SVR compared to other nature inspired methods like GA, PSO,
Cuckoo search and imperialist competitive algorithms. This approach is used to develop a fused model for
establishing the relation between the saturation pressure and compositional data in crude oil reservoir
calculations.
SVR + Bat alg: The bat algorithm is used to refine parameters of SVM. The optimized model was applied
to investigate relationships between saturated pressure and compositional data (viz. temperature,
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hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon compositions of crudes, and heptane-plus specifications of crude oils.
The other optimization methods used along with SVR aregenetic algorithm (GA), imperialist competitive
algorithm (ICA), particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), cuckoo search algorithm (CS). A thorough
comparision showed that SVR_Bat alg is more robust with high performance evident from high correlation
coefficient and lower MSE.
Chaotic alg + Bat: Jordehi [98] showed that chaotic functions mitigate the hurdle of convergence into local
optima by basic bat algorithm by analyzing bench mark data sets (chart 5.1).
Chart 5.1: Bat + Chaotic strategy
Eleven chaotic map functions
 Ergodicity
 Non-repetitious profile

+ Diversify bats
+ Mitigate premature
convergence problem

Bat + best_Chaotic Fn >>
 Conventional bat
 Cuckoo search
 Big bang-big crunch
 Gravitational search
 Genetic algorithm (GA)

Chaotic maps +bat alg.:Gandomi and Yang [155] proposed chaotic hybrid bat algorithm.It enhanced the
global search aspect and is robust.
Chaotic bat algorithm: Gandomi, Xin-She Yang et al. [134] hybridized bat algorithm with chaos and the
consequence is increased global search mobility and robustness. Thirteen chaotic maps are used in four
different variants of chaotic bat algorithm and the model is tested with standard bench mark test data.
Optimum-Path Forest (OPF) +bat alg.: Rodrigueset al. [156] applied a hybrid algorithm with OptimumPath Forest (OPF) and binary bat alg. as components for feature selection task. This type of classification
model optimizes performance and addresses curse of dimensionality. The results are compared by
changing OPF with firefly, gravitational seach, harmony search and PSO.
Co-Operation of Biology Related Algorithms (COBRA): Shakhnaz and Eugene [150]putforward
COBRA(Co-Operation of Biology Related Algorithms), a meta-heuristic algorithm which functions with
cooperation of several nature inspired procedures viz. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Wolf Pack
Search Algorithm (WPS), Firefly Algorithm (FFA), Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and Bat Algorithm
(BA). The results for 28test functions and scope for improvement are reported.
Random walk direct exploitation heuristics (RWDE) + Self adaptive Bat:Thenoteworthy modification of
basic bat procedure was put forward by hybridizing with self-adaption scheme and differential operators
(chart 5.5).
Self-adaptive bat alg (SelfAdaptBatAlg): The local search and also global search by tuning loudness and
pulse emission rate are the two phases of a basic version of Chart 5.5: Features & limitations of
bat algorithm.
The diversity of population is self-adaptive bat algorithm
advantageously used in RWDE and SAA. Domain specific SelfAdaptBatAlg
knowledge is of intense help to solve complicated tasks and
 No incorporated domain-specific knowledge
it can be incorporated in differential evolution strategies.
Remedy : local search heuristics that
The local search helps to improve the best solution found by
 Better exploits the self-adaptation mechanism
global search. Based on inspiration of functioning of selfadapting function, it is hybridized with DE resulting in jDE. It has positive operative features in continuous
optimization. After the preliminary operation of finding best solution with initial population, improved bat
alg. detects the most successful solution as xbest and the process proceeds for iterative search cycle.
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Differential Evolution strategy: The standard “rand/1/bin” DE strategies along with other ones employed
widely in literature are depicted (Eqn. 5.A, Alg. 5.6, KB. 5.1).
Eqn. 5.A: DE strategies employed in Self adaptive Bat alg.
1 “rand/best/1/bin,”

 Directs towards

2 randToBest/1/bin,”
3 “best/2/bin,”

 Introduces an

current best solution
additional
randomness into a
search process

4 “best/1/bin,”

Alg. 5.6: Hybrid Self adaptive Bat alg.
(Hyb.selfAdap.Bat)
Input : X, A, r





diff.Wt.

Cal. current global best location (solution) in
whole bats swarm.
Four bats are chosen randomly from current
population
Selection of strategy : [ 1:4]

Prob(cross over)

differential weight
scales the rate ofmodification
crossover probability
[0,1]

KB. 5.1 : Knowledge Base for escaping from local optima
If
Solution is trapped in local optimum
Then

Redirect into new region with random walk (ABC alg.)

If

Solution is not changed significantly within Limit
number of Iterations &
Not converged

Then

Redirect to a new region with random walk

6. Mosquitoes in nature
The evolution of mosquitoes and ants over one hundred millions of years is a cumulative consequence of
trillions of micro- cosmic/terrestrial/ physico-chemical-biological processes. The natural evolution
enhanced the survival of mosquitoes in widely varying environments including harsh surroundings. The
memory, observation, adaptation, modification, radical (mutational) changes are retention, consolidation,
up gradation of so called knowledge/intelligence is amazing even in these tiny living creatures compared
to human beings and dolphins. Microscopic processes with shortcuts, metaheuristics result in macroscopic
wonders which are respected/ boosted as intelligence.
Swarm intelligence is similar amazing macro-processes/groups of micro-processes exhibited by a
large number of tiny unintelligent creatures without a leader. A few happenings of this sort in nature are
foraging ants/honey bees, migratory birds, honey bees in site selection of honey comb, ants shifting
colony, group of lions hunting by reducing the radius of encircled a lamb, female fireflies intentionally
sending wrong signals to males for mating but eating them when approached etc.
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6.1 Natural intelligence of mosquitoes to combat with life threats in the life cycle
The threats for mosquitoes in all stages of life cycle are multifold starting with eggs. The harsh
environments, dynamic water/gutter bodies, insufficient nutrition sources, younger larvae becoming a
prey/food to larger larvae are all prevalent in natural course of life. During evolution over more than 150
millions of years of time, mosquitoes learned and consolidated several counter methods to combat with
odds and sustain their progeny from extinct of species.
Movement of (Artificial) natural mosquitoes towards the host
A female mosquito moves towards the host by sensing carbon dioxide, odors, and/or radiated heat. The
factors influencing and consequent hybrid attraction forces for the journey of mosquitoes (agents) for food
(blood meal) along their own radial orbit towards the host are

 attraction of the host

 personal/ aggregate host-seeking behavior and

 social coordination in the swarm of artificial mosquitoes
Man-made threats for mosquito life cycle: In addition to natural obstacles, man promoted intentional
chemical threat for mosquito growth/spreading to prevent/eradicate infectious diseases like malaria
among humans. This ranges from mosquito repellents to mosquito killers. Recent technology includes
immobilizing mosquito sperm to diminish population, although they participate in mating with
reproductive females. Nature is impartial to any species. The natural evolution/knowledge/intelligence
tries to combat with all these threats trying to keep optimum of the survival to its span life and passage of
genes to the succeeding generations and continuation of lineage.
6.2. Translation of mosquito-host-seeking-process-in_nature into nature_inspired(artificial)_mosquito-host-seeking-algorithm
Feng et al. [171] proposedmosquito host-seeking algorithm (Mosq-host-seek, MHSA) inspired by the
unique features viz. parallelism, local interactivity and self-organization of real mosquitoes in their
kinematics and dynamics. The authors report that it is diverse from other similar nature inspired algorithms
and has an edge over similar metaheuristics. The knowledge base can be represented as first order
predicate (If-then-else) logic in prolog (AI language) style.
6.3. Artificial mosquito: In the proposed Mosquito-host-seeking algorithm, all the artificial (swarm of)
mosquitoes are evenly distributed surrounding a host. The radial distances between them are even(Fig.6.1).
In fact, each artificial mosquito (mosqij) is a computing cell, with the sex attribute xij. But, in the
algorithm, all artificial mosquitoes are females.
 Sex of mosquitoes: The sex of artificial mosquitoes is a logical/binary variable and a value
of one corresponds to a female (KB. 6.1). A male mosquito does not contribute to computation and thus
the corresponding computing cell is dead.Each female artificial mosquito corresponds to a living
computing cell.
 Gray values of mosquitoes: The grayscale value of an artificial (female) mosquito (greyVal)
changes between 0 and 1 as it moves. The grey values of male mosquitos are always zero (KB-6.1c).
When an equilibrium state is reached, greyVal converges to 0 or 1 and the approximate solution is
deemed as converged.
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KB. 6.1: Characteristics of artificial mosquitoes
(a) Sex of mosquito
X(i,j) =1
If
Then Mosq(i,j) = female
ComputingCell = alive
If
Then

X(i,j) =0
Mosq(i,j) = male
ComputingCell = dead

(c) greyVal and inferences for female
mosquitoes
At equilibrium
greyVal(i,j) = 1
If
Then artificial female mosquito attacked the
host &
path(i,j) is black &
short_ path passes through the path
If
Then

(d) : greyVal at equilibrium
state and inferences
If

Dist.rad <= small

Then

artificial mosquitoes
are closer to the host
&

greyVal(i,j) = 0
Female mosq(i,j) did not attack the host
&
path(i,j) is white &
short_ path does not pass through the
path(i,j)

utility _ sum(it )
is larger

(b) Sex based attributes
of mosquitoes
Mosq is male
If
mosqSex = 0
Then
Computing cell = dead
greyValue fixed at 0
path is white
If
Then

Mosq is female
mosqSex = 1
Computing cell = alive

If

Mosq is female &
It is in motion
greyValue changes

Then

greyValue = [0 to 1]
xij does not evolve with time

Fig.6.1 The biological model of MHSA base on theoretical biology

Initiation of grayscale values: ThegreyVal of artificial mosquitoes [mosq(i,j)] are initialized as average
values with the constraints shown in Formula. 6.1A.
Formula. 6.1A: Initialization of greyVal (rij) (Un-influential process)

rij  ones (n, n )  *

rij  rand ( n , n )

2
n

%

Output
n= 3;

%
[Greyvalues_init_Fr, Greyvalues_init_rand] = function init_greyvalues(n)

Greyvalues_init_F r=

rij  ones (10,10)  *0.2

Greyvalues_init_rand =

[Greyvalues_init_Fr]
[Greyvalues_init_rand]

= [ones(n, n)] * 0.2
= randu(n, n)
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Constraints

rij  0 xij  0

Equality

Nonnegativity

Normalisation

rij  rij  min  ri , j 

rij 

2 * rij
10

 rij

and

i 1

If

xij =0

Then

greyVal(i,j)=0

If

min  ri , j   0

Then

rij  rij  min  ri , j 

2 * rij
10

r
j 1

ij

Weight of connection between a pair of points WtC(cij): The weights of the points (mosquitoes) at
initiation and during iteration process are calculated vide KB. 6.2.

KB. 62b: Path of mosquitoes

KB. 6.2: Weights of points
If

Iter = 1

Then

WtPt (i,j, it = 0) = [max (dij)] - dij ;

If

Iter >0 &

%Initial

%Iterations

If
Then

xij : xij = 1

If

convergence &
path_short passes through X

Not converged
Then

WtPt (i, j, it  0)  [0,1]

path(i,j)passes through X

Then

XOpt =1
greyVal(i,j) = 1

If

convergence &
path_short does not passes through X

Then

XOpt = 0 greyVal(i,j) = 0

If

Not convergence

Then

XOpt = [0,1]

Computing cells: The data structure for minimum path finding with np points is np x np computing cells.
The state of computing cell depends upon a logical variable (xij). It consists of four computing cell arrays,
C, Crow, Ccol, and Cglobal (Chart 6.1) with a total number of n2+2n+1 cells. There is no interconnection
among computing cells in the same array.
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Chart 6.1: Np x np grid of computing cells
#
n×n
n
n
1

:
:
:
:
:

Array
C
Crow
Ccol
Cgloble

total number
of computing
cells:

Local
Connections
Cij

Ci

Connection
order
2

Cij
Ci_
C_j

C_j
C__;
C__.

2
2
2

Cgloble computing cell n + n
connection degree of each computing
cell in array C of n × n computing cell
is equal to at most 2,

n2+2n+1

Distance:This algorithm uses Euclidean distance between two points (cities in the case of travelling sales
man task) (om. 6.1) and radial distance between female mosquitoes and the host.
Oject matlabFile (Om. 6.1):distEucl
%
%
om_distEucl.m
12/6/13
%
function [dist_Eucl] =om_distEucl(X)
%(xi, yi) is the coordinates of a point (or city Ci)
%
[nsol,ndim] = size(X) ;
dist_Eucl
= zeros(nsol,nsol);
for i = 1:nsol
%%%
for j = 1:nsol
%%%
if i ~= j
%%
Xi = X(i,:); Xj = X(j,:);
dist_Eucl(i,j) = norm (Xi - Xj) ;
%
end%%if
end%%%j
end%%%i

Radial distance of mosquitoes from host:The success value of artificial mosquito in host-seeking (or also
called personal utility) is equal to the radial distance between an artificial mosquito and the host (Chart
6.2). It measures how close a female mosquito is to the host.
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Chart 6.2: Mosq_Host_Seek alg.
:

dist _ radial (it )

dist _ radial (it ) 
exp   c(:,:, it )* r(:,:, it ) *X (:,:, it ) 

:

utility _ sum(it )

radial distance between
artificial mosquito mosq(i,j)
and
host at iteration it
utility sum of
all artificial mosquitoes

utility _ sum(it ) 
sum( sum( dist _ radial (it ))

c =

r =

X =

Input
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Output

2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

%
% om_utility.m R S Rao 07-01-2014
%
function [dist_radial,utility_sum] =
om_utility(c,r,X)
dist_radial = c.*r.*X;
utility_sum = sum(sum(dist_radial));

dist_radial =
6
6
6

6
6
6

6
6
6

utility_sum = 54

distRad

C

R

x

n x n

n x n

n x n

n x n

UtilitySum
1 x 1

Path:The line joining between any two points (or cities in the case TSP) called path.
Shortest path (Z): The route with minimum length passing through all, but touching each point only once is
the shortest path (path_short). Of course, path_short begins at the starting point and again ends at the same
one i.e. like a closed circuit. It is the solution of a minimum path task at the end of iteration process.
The attraction and utility functions are incorporated in formula. 6.2, om. 6.2 and om. 6.3.
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Function

between

host

and

mosquitoes
P(t)

 distRad i2, j 


2
2
attractFn(it )  has 2 *ln   exp 

has
*ln
n

 
2 

 2 * has 



has

:

attraction function caused by the
host at time t

:

strength of a host’s attraction
host_attract_strength

Om. 6.2: Attraction function
%
%
om_attractFn.m
R S Rao 07-01-2014
%
function [attractFn] = om_attractFn(distRad)
[row,col] = size(distRad); n = row;
randu = rand(1,1), randu2= randu*randu
T1 = exp(-[ [distRad.^2]./[randu2/2] ])
T2 = sum(sum(T1))
attractFn = randu2 * log(T2)-randu2.^2*log(n*n);
If

Mosquito is extremely weak

Then

they do not attack the host

Constraints
Equality

cij  0 xij

Nonnegativi

cij  cij  min  ci , j 

ty
Normalisati
on

cij 

2 * cij
10

 cij

and

i 1

2 * cij
10

c
j 1

ij

Interaction behavior function =
penalty function (or related to the constraints on TSP )
+ monotone decreasing sigmoid function (or social coordinations among the artificial mosquitoes)
Om. 6.3: Utility function
[distRad,utility_sum] = om_utility(wtC,Xopt,X);
%
randu = rand(1,1), randu2 = randu*randu
T1 = exp(-[ [distRad.^2]./[randu2/2] ])
T2 = sum(sum(T1))
%
dpathByXopt = -distRad.* T1./T2.*ddistRadByXopt
sumij = 0
for i = 1:row
sumj = 0
t11(i) = 0
for j = 1:col
t12(i,j) = 1./(1+exp(-10*distRad(i,j)))-0.5
t11(i)= t11(i) +x(i,j)
sumj = sumj + Xopt(i,j).*X(i,j)
end %j
sumij = sumij+sumj-1
end %i
for i = 1:row
for j = 1:col
dinteractFnByXopt(i,j) = 2* t11(i) * sumij *t12(i,j) *ddistRadByXopt(i,j)
end %j
end %i
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Equations and pseudo code ofMosquitoHostSeekAlgmetaheuristic (MosqHostSeekAlg)
The equations for movement and motion of mosquitoes towards host are depicted in pseudocode. 6.1.
Pseudocode. 6.1: Mosquito_host_seek_Alg
Iterate

until all
For

 d distRad (i, j, it )

 0

dt



% finish successful

i = 1: computing cell Cij (artificial mosquito mosq(i,j))
Calculate

distRad (i, j, it )

Cal

d distRad (i, j, it )
dt

Cal

d greyVal (i, j, it )
dt

Cal

d c(i, j, it )
dt

% upgrade

of each mosq(i,j)

greyVal (i, j, it )

greyVal (i, j, it  1)  greyVal (i, j, it ) 

%

refine

d greyVal (i, j, it )
dt

c(i, j, it )

c(i, j, it  1)  c(i, j, it ) 

d c(i, j, it )
dt

endFor
endIterate

Initialisation
Constants specific to mosquito host seeking alg
The magnitudes of const (Formula ) vector specific to this algorithm are taken as [0.8, 0.05, 0.05, 0.9,
0.9].
Parameters :
Chart :Knowledge of choice of constants
convergence
If
Then

[const1, const2 , const3 , const4

],[ ] for sure and fast

const4
 larger
const1  const2
MHSA converges faster
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 const1  const2  

If

0.45&

const4  0.9
Then

MHSA converges to a stable equilibrium state

If

const1 , const2 , const3 , const4 are chosen such that

 const1  const2  *
Then

J (t )
P(t )
Q (t )
 const3 *
 const4 *
 0.0 Eqn.7.14
U ij (t )
U ij (t )
U ij (t )

convergence and stability can be guaranteed i.e.

t  , as R (t )  R

Uninfluential parameter: 3 magnitude hardly inf luences convergence of the MHS

If

const4   const1 and const2  based on Eqn.7.17

Then

MHS algorithm converges

If

const1 , const2 , const3 , const4 change in direct proportion

Then

results of the MHS algorithm will hardly be influenced

const1 , const2 , const3 , const4 0,1

Change in WtC and path ( wtC , path )
The dynamic equations of computing cell Cij for solution variable greyVal(i,j,iter) and weight variable
cij(t) are computed in parallel (om. 6.4, om. 6.5 om. 6.6).
Om. 6.4: calculaation of delta_pw
%
%
om_delta_pw.m
R S Rao 07-01-2014
%
function [delpath,delwtC] = om_delta_pw(pdfn)
dpathByXopt= pdfn.pathByXopt
dJBywtC =pdfn.JBywtC
dpathBywtC = pdfn.pathBywtC
dinteractFnBywtC= pdfn.interactFnBywtC
delpath = -const1* ddistRadByXopt - const2 * dJByXopt -const3 * dpathByXopt..
-const4 *dinteractFnByXopt
delwtC = -const1* ddistRadBywtC - const2 * dJBywtC -const3 * dpathBywtC..
-const4 *dinteractFnBywtC

Const1 +const2






Personal utility
Increases
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Monotonic increase of the whole utility of all the artificial mosquitoes

 Monotonic decrease of the artificial mosquitoes’ behavior interaction


function Q(t)
Increasing the minimal utility
Decrease of P(t) will result in the increase of the minimal utility, in direct
proportion to the value of λ3.



Om. 6.5: calculation of v based on radial distance
Input
distRad =
-2
-0.5
-0.002

0
0.5
0.004

1
11
1.006

%
%
om_v.m
R S Rao 07-01-2014
%
function [plfu] = om_v(distRad)
[row,col] = size(distRad)
for i = 1:row
for j = 1:col
if distRad(i,j)<0
v(i,j) = 0;
elseif distRad(i,j)> 1;
v(i,j) = 1;
else
v(i,j) = distRad(i,j);
end
%i,j,v(i,j)
end
end
plfu = v;


0

vi , j (it )  distRad ij


1

distRad ij

if
if

0  distRad ij

if

distRad ij



0



1



1

Output
plfu =
0
0
0

0
0.5
0.004

1
1
1

Refinement (updating/iteration) of approximate set of
solutions

pathShort 

nmosq nmosq

  d (i, j )* r (i, j ) * x(i, j )
i 1

j 1

 28.5866

Om. 6.6: Refinement of WtC and path:

Xapp =
deltaX =
iter =

0.11
0.21

0.12
0.22

0.09 0.08
0.09 0.08
2

%
%
om_refineX.m
12/6/13
%
function [X,Xiter] = om_refineX(Xapp,deltaX,iter)

Xrefined =
Xiter(:,:,2) =

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3

X= Xapp + deltaX;
Xiter(:,:,iter) = X ;
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The features and positive characteristics of Mosq_Host_Seek alg are briefed in chart 6.3.

Chart 6.3(a): Unique Characteristics of mosquito
algorithm


The artificial host-seeking behaviors of mosquitoes
are distinct compared to other nature inspired
algorithms in its elements/ their states/ biological
model/ translated mathematical model and the
theoretical foundation.
Inherent parallelism
Good scalability




o

The cellular structure, the cellular
dynamics and
algorithm are all independent of the
problem scale
Optimization of multiple objectives which could
include aggregate utility, personal utility, minimal
personal utility, etc.



Chart 6.3(b ): Advantages of Mosq_Host_Seek alg








Parallelism inMosq_Host_Seek alg.






The calculation of grayscale values, weights,
positions of points etc. are computable and
upgradable in parallel

Since they do not require any
information exchange
Computations of cellular dynamics both in the
same array and in differentarrays are concurrently
carried out
No direct interconnection among computing cells
in the same array

Converges to true optima
Robust
 Parameter setting does not depend upon

Learning algorithm

Prior knowledge

Initial conditions

Problem size

Small-range parameters changes
Comprehensive optimization ability for multiple
objectives
Distributed optimization of large-scale intricate and
dynamic real-time changing environment
complicated problems
Low execution times due to parallel nature
Models complicated, high-dimensional, highly nonlinear, micro-evolutionary and random dynamic
behavior patterns


 This is due to the introduction of the
aggregate intention strength factor in the
definition of the artificial mosquitoes’
interactionbehavior function Q(t).

Stable equilibrium state and Lyapunov function:In this algorithm, if the host disappears permanently
along with its attraction, it is deemed that a final stable state is If
Artificial mosquitoes stop moving
reached. Then the swarm of artificial mosquitoes stops moving. Then Equilibrium state
Lyapunov second theorem on stability is proved for MHS using
hybrid attraction function (Chart 6.4). Thus it is better in performance compared to other nature inspired
procedures. $$$
Chart 6.4: Lyapunov theorem on stability

Lyapunov second theorem on stability: Consider a function L(X) such that

o

L(X) > 0 (positive definite)

o

dL( X (t ))
 0( Negative definite)
dt

Then L(X(t)) is called a Lyapunov function candidate and X is asymptotically stable in the sense of Lyapunov
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Hardware and Software:Feng et al. [171] implemented the algorithm on sequential to 16-node computer.
6.6 Applications of Mosquito algorithm
Quality assurance:Andras [178] used mosquito algorithm in call admission control with real time
guarantee on Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. The earlier procedures reported calculated the loss
probability accounting for statistical behavior of the sources and measurement errors. Further, too many
sources admitted into the system violate QoS. The effect of bound on the probability of a bad Call
Admission Control (CAC) decision due to measurement uncertainty is not accounted for. But, the
probability of a buffer overflow is a cumulative effect of all these factors. The results of
mosq.host.seek.alg are superior.
7. Selection of sites for egg laying by female mosquitoes in nature
The mother mosquito is intelligent in selection of sites for laying eggs by spreading them in different sites
(called oviposition). Astonishingly, the in situ eggs delay hatching themselves till the surroundings are
favorable. This is another amazing nature’s trait for
mosquitoes in nature sense and
adaptation of species to surroundings.
move towards host
The slow phenotype changes over generations at first level sensing carbon dioxide in exhaled breath,
and
consequent
genotype
alterations
with
odorous compounds in sweat
knowledge/intelligence over a very long time period is
and heat of body
worth noting. Here, time scale depends upon their life span.
It is also related to number of eggs laid each time and total number during the life cycle of a female
mosquito, with a consequence of number of adults in next generation. It is a miracle to the human brain to
understand natures' tech-knowledge even at functional levelat the moment, leave alone probing into single
cellular/bimolecular stage.
Mating of mosquitoes: A female mosquito on mating with a male mosquito (with active sperm) becomes
pregnant.
Further, the delay of the egg in hatching is another wonder as even mother mosquito has no role here.
Egg laying of mosquitoes in nature: In nature, female mosquitoes lay eggs in left over containers or in
water in guts, after mating with male mosquitoes. The water environment is dynamic and uncertain
increasing the chances for destruction of eggs,the potential off spring.
Intelligence in site selection for egg laying: The site selection for egg deposition (called oviposition-sites)
is based on multiple environmental parameters like temperature, time in the year, moisture and nutrient
content of the water and number of mosquito larvae already present at the site. The better, if not worse
compared to the current location is searched by the female mosquito in and around the vicinities. It is
astonishing how female mosquitoes learned the process of monitoring and deciding the best breeding
habitat. Thus, the intelligence lies in selection of sites.It lays eggs at every potential site spreading over
congenial areascattering to different sites [176,177]. And, this intelligent oviposition strategy maximizes
the survival of eggs growing into larvae. This knowledge of bioprocess and monitoring is conceived even
now as intelligence of a female mosquito. It reminds one, the episodes of the honey bees
searching/selection of a site for building a honeycomb and also ants shifting of the colony.
Built in (intelligent) knowledge in eggs to combat with life threats ( Ovipause): The hatching produces
larvae which are transformed into adult mosquitoes subsequently.Mosquito eggs themselves exhibit an
intelligent process knowledge named Ovipause. This intelligent defense operation delays their hatching
till favorable conditions exist around surroundings (KB. 7.1).
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KB.7.1 : Knowledge bits of ovipause in mosquito eggs
If
Then

Pregnant female mosquito laid eggs in intelligently chosen sites &
Environment is unfavorable
Eggs themselves delay hatching process until conditions become favorable

if
Then

Competition for nutrient resources is tough in breeding grounds
Ovipause promotes survival of mosquito eggs and larvae production

Consequences: enhances survival of eggs  larvae production 
 increase in adult mosquito population

7.2 Translation of natural female mosquitooviposition-site selection and (self) egg-hatching activity into
artificial mosquito-oviX- optimization algorithm
The selection of male/female mosquito for mating, egg laying and eggs themselves delaying hatching are
all highly knowledgeable processes. These natural processes are the inspiration for Minhas and Arif [172]
to propose mosq.oviposition.site_selectionalgorithm (Mosq-oviX-alg) for global optimization of
multidimensional mathematical functions. The test results of several standard multimodal non-separable
functions endorse the prospects of this approach.
7.3 Artificial mosquito OX
Each adult mosquito is represented by X-matrix denoting its position in 3D-space. The value of X is
deemed as its fitness value of that mosquito. A mosquito (male or female) flies to approach a selected
mate or just performs random jumping/shift (chart.7.1).
Object (Fitness) function: A random number of position vector components (determined by probability) of
female and its partner are selected. If object (fitness) functions (Alg. 7.1) are favorable, then this change is
accepted.
Alg. 7.1: Fitness calculation and analysis

o
o

Rank the fitness of all females in the adult set

Calculate prob(female to attract a male) with a
roulette wheel
[xit] = fitnessFnValueCheck(fitnessFn,xit, xtemp)

If
Then

fitnessFnValue = fitnessFn(Xtemp)
If

fitnessFnValue > Xf

Then

xf = xtemp
update saved fitness for the female

fitness of xtemp is not worse than that of xf
then
xf xtemp
update the saved fitness for the female
#eggs to be carried by female (f)
randomInteht(1:Ne)

Random shifting in adult mosquitoes: In male mosquitoes, random shifting of the current position is
determined by a probability prob_c. An adult female mosquito selects two random position vectors xb,
and xa with the constraint objFnValue(xb) > objFnValue(xa) (chart 7.2). The value (xb-xa) denotes
direction of improvement. The current best location (xbest) for a randomly chosen mosquito is used to
find a new location for the female.
Chart 7.2: random jumping/shift
Random Shift

o
o

Random jumping



Random selection with prob ( )
Find Components to be changed from xm of
xDim




Select (randomly) three individuals from the set of
adults
Cal fitnessValue; sort (fitnessValues)
([xa<xb xc)
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xmChanged = Add randN([0,1])






fitnessValue (xmChanged) =
fitnessFn(xmChanged)

If

FitnessValueXtemp > = xf

Then

Xf = xtemp
save improvement

Find the best individual, xbest in the current adult set
Xtemp = diverse * xbest + (1-diverse) *xc +
varPos *(xb-xa)
FitnessValue = fitnessFn (Xtemp)

If
Then

gama is close to 1
new location is (in step 5.2.2) closer to the current
best

If
Then

gama low value
more diversity i.e. Location near any randomly
chosen

o Mating of artificial mosquitoes
The positive benefit of matingprocess in natural mosquitoesis exchanging genetic information for
beneficiary aspects of off sprigs. The typical steps adapted in artificial mosquito mating algorithm are briefed in
chart 7.3.The gender of the new born mosquito is chosen at random.
Chart 7.3: Artificial mosquitoes
Male



FitnessFnValue



Attraction

Prob (Male vs
female)
Prob (Female vs male)



Movement

Male

Moves towards

sleeted female

Female

Moves towards

selected male greedily

Mating with male at a
probability level

Female



Mating

Female



Female

Produces eggs

Female

If

carrying eggs
Searches a suitable site for egg laying
Else Random jump

Movements of mosquitoes toward mates or for mating
Movement of a male or female species towards a mate in fact knows information about “preferable”
locations among the two partners (chart 7.4, KB. 7.2).
Movement of male mosquito: Each male mosquito selects a female partner based on her rank of fitness and
moves a random distance towards a female for mating or randomly around its neighborhood.
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Female mosquito selecting a male partner: For mating, a female agent selects its male partner on the basis
of the fitness rank of the male. Then, the female mosquito moves towards the male by changing its position
as a function of the position of the male.The female mosquito in the beginning (initial iterations) performs
hill climbing search.

KB. 7.2b:Female mosquito movement

KB. 7.2(a): Female mosquito for mating
If
Then

If
Then

If
Then

A female mosquito is not carrying any eggs (or
pregnant)
it is available for mating
mosq.female.mating.eligible =.yes.

For

mosq.female.mating.available
Participates in mating with a probability (prob_)
random jumping -- moves off to a random location

Old position of female is better than the new one,
It flies back to its old position after mating
each male m in the adult set
If

male either selects a female

Then

moves towards it with prob(moveMosq)
performs a random shift
if

End
end
Chart 7.4 (a ):Movement of male mosquito towards a female






Chart 7.4b: Movement of female mosquito towards a male






Prob( femalesTo AttractAmale (calculated in step-7)
select a female partner xf for this male
Move the male towards the selected female
xm=xm +randU([0,1]) * (xf -xm)

Prob( malesTo AttractAfemale
Random selection of a male partner xmfor this female
Female Moves towards the selected male greedly
Female produce eggs

Chart 7.4(c )Mating

Mosq.OviX.alg

Select randomly male partner xm
Xtemp = xf;








[

(Xtemp, xf)

fitnessFnValue = fitnessFn(Xtemp)
if fitnessFnValue > Xf, xf = xtemp
fitnessFnValue(xf) stored

o

Xtemp = Xfemale(i)
Select random number of components of Xtemp
Add noise to Xtemp
Xtemp(i) = Xtemp + randN(0,beta)
female lay an with prob(e) at xf
% fitness of egg is same as that of xf at same location

Female mosquito selecting site (X) for laying eggs

MOX for MOO:The adult mosquito is represented by a position vector. Here, an egg is also considered by
the location where it is laid. The fitness of each agent, mosquito as well as egg, is calculated from the
coordinates of their positions.
o Pseudo code of Mosquito_oviX_Alg:
This algorithm uses a model of distribution of laying of eggs by female mosquito and also inhibition in
hatching process later by eggs themselves (alg. 7.2).This algorithm gives a chance for each individual in
the adult population to change its location either through mating or by random movements
Alg. 7.2: Bird's eye-view of Mosquito_oviX_Alg



Selection of N best performing mosquitoes
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%
For
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Eggs selected will be hatched
Ranking males
Cal prob(attracting_a_female);
Method:Roulette wheel selection
each female mosquito
If
Carrying eggs
Then
Selection of site to lay eggs
If
Then
Else
for

End

not pregant
Mating
Random Jumping

If
Size_egg_set > egg_set_Max
Then
Eggs with lowest fitness are removed
%
Ranking females
Cal prob(attracting_a_male);
Method:Roulette wheel selection
%
For

each male mosquito
If
Selects a female mosquito
Then
Moves towards it
Else
Random shift
for

End



Elitism: Replace worst mosquitos by best
o individuals already stored
If
Then

Number of eggs laid > eggsMax
Discard eggs with low fitness

If

Fitness (i,it) > Fitness(worst adult
which is replaced )
Egg is hatched
(to be added to the adult population)

Then

Initialization: Approximately equal number of male and female adult mosquitoes spread over fitness
landscape (alg. 7.3) is initiated with uniform random number generator. The total number of mosquitoes is
approximately twice the dimensions of X-search space.
The major steps of OVIX are in alg. 7.3 to alg. 7.5. The advantages of Mosq.OviX.alg are
described in chart 7.6.

Alg. 7.3Initialization. OVIX
Random generation of Nmosq

Mosq.adult = rand(X(i,dim))

choice of gender randomly and with equal probability

Mosq.adult(prob(p,gender)); gender(i) = {male,female}

nfemale _ mosq  nmale _ mosq 
If
Then

nmosq
2

xDim is dimension of X
nmosq = 2 * xDim
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Number of eggs for each adult to zero

Number of eggs in egg set = 0

Beta = 1

Beta = 1

Calculate fitness value

FitnessFnValue = Fitness(i)

Evaluate mosquitos using fitness criteria and store

Fit.mosq (k) = {FitnessFnValue(i)) > FitnessCriteria}

Nmosq

:

Nmales

:

Nfemales

:

Number of mosquitoes
(solutions)
Number of adult male
mosquitoes
Number of adult female
mosquitoes

pm
Emax
Ne
pe

0.4 and 0.7.
10 and 18
2 and 6
0.8 and 1.0

pr

0.4 and 0.6.

pc

0.05 and 0.2

If

Gama is very small

Then

Decreasing attraction forces of host leads to

Algorithm Parameters
Maximum number of
adults
Number of components in
position vector of each
individual = number of
variables
Maximum number of
eggs
Maximum number of
eggs
a female mosquito can
carry
Probability of mating
Probability of each
component
of position vector of a
maleto be
changed in mating with a
female
Probability of Laying an
egg
Probability of each
component
of position vector of a
male
to be changed in Random
Shifting
Gamma
Minimum value of β

increasing the minimal utility of artificial
mosquitoes

:

mosq_adults

:

Xdim

:

egg_max

:

egg_max_carry

:
:

prob_mating
prob_X_change_in_
male_mating_with_female

:

prob_egg_laying

:

prob_male_randShift

:
:

Gamma
betaMin

KB. 7.3: Female mosquito intelligence in increasing life of its progeny

If
Then

Egg laying
a female is carrying &
Many (>1) eggs available in womb
It deposits only one egg in each iteration

Alg. 7.4:Egg production by female



Make a copy of position of female

If
Then

Spreading egg laying locations
Vicinity locations not worse than
Current location
Female mosquito distributes/scatters
eggs in vicinity also

5.2.1
xtemp = xf
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Select randomly co-ordinates of d-dimensional Xf

Xtemp

Copy to xtemp
fitnessFnValueCheck

Cal fitness value & check

randInt([0 to
maxEggs

Random integer between 1 and EggsMax
Number of eggs carried by female(i,it)

Alg. 7.5:Mosq-oviX-alg
 Input X
 Random generation of mosqSex with
equal prob([male,female])
 Beta  1
 Cal fitFn(X)
 Choose N best fitness mosq
 Remove others from the set
If
Then

Iterate

Size of egg set > Emax
Remove eggs with worst fitness

until convergence OR stopping
criteria true
For i = 1: #mosq_female (computing
cell Cij)
egg_laying_site_selection
if
female is carrying eggs
(egg_female >0)
Then female_mosq
greadily
searches for a site to
lay its eggs

if
If
Then

Fitness of eggs > fitness of adults
Adults with less fitness deleted
Eggs are added to adults list

Then
else

Consequence  increase in number of

female is not carrying
eggs (egg_female = 0)
mates with probability
(prob_mating)
Jumps to a random
location

end For
endIterate

adult mosquitoes with high fitness
in different areas









Select eggs and consider them as adults
eggs = []
Fitness(mosq.select)
Pickup best performing  adult.best
Cal beta(iter)
fitnessRank  sort(fitness.males)
Roulette wheel (fitnessRank)
Prob(maleAttractingFemale)

Variation in position of solution (X) (var_positX) beta:With progress in optimization, the distances
between different solutions (X) change. The adaptive constant var_positX controls these changes helping
convergence to global optima. It uses information of fitness improvement in the preceding iterations.
Chart 7.5: Adaptive variation in position of solution (X)
Formula

var _ positX (i, it  1)  RandN 0,0.1  *
1 H
*  var _ positX (i, it ) *xDim(i,,f)
H i 1

KB
Then

var _ positX (i, it  1)  var _ positX _ min
var _ positX (i, it  1)  var _ positX _ min

If

var _ positX (i, it  1)  1

If
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Then

var _ positX (i, it  1)  1

var _ positX (i, it  1)  0.3
range  var _ positX (i, it  1)   [20 to 40]
Chart 7.6
Positive features







Efficient with reduced number of function evaluations
Global optima of a multidimensional function at a high success rate
Have implicit parallelism in search

-->

Less susceptible for settling in local optima
Easily implementable on parallel hardware architectures

7.4 Applications
Mosq.OviX algorithm has been used to find global optima of
multi-dimensional test functions (chart 7.7). Matlab graphic
output for a few select functions is given in fig.
7.1.Mosq.OviX can be extended to dynamic optimization
task because inhibition of egg hatching when conditions are
not appropriate helps to find and keep track of optima of a
dynamic optimization problem.

Chart 7.7: Test functions used for Mosq.OviX
Modality
Separabiliy
Function Name
Sphere
Separable
Step
Unimodal
Schwefel
Non-separable
Rosenbrock
Separable

Quartic
Rastrigin

Non-separable

Ackley
Grewank

Multi-modal
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8. State-of-knowledge of

Nature inspired algorithms (NIA): Each nature inspiring algorithm is a current expert scientists' brain
child. They are successors of classical mathematical tools. These metaheuristics function better for NPcomplete tasks in isolation or in hybrid mode with another NIA or statistical/ mathematical procedure. The
chemists in particular, and scientists/ technocrats/ management personnel are at the intelligent cross roads
with matured sets of Chemical toolbox of nature, synthetic organic chemists'
skills/knowledge/Computational toolbox of nature and bandwagon of mathematical methods. The blue
prints of futuristic highways and bridges of what to do and what not to do for health/ environment/ comfort
will be visualized in the backdrop of these hyper intelligent tools.
Although all swarms of say a particular biological species need not exhibit intelligence (in the
sense of computer science terminology or child prodigy from common man point of view). This happened
mostly for reasons of self-defense from becoming prey and immigration. However, pheromone trails of
ants in foraging activity, hive selection/waggle dance of honey bees, migrating birds to unknown places
etc. are accepted as swarm-intelligence. Chart 8.1 incorporates the bat algorithm in research mode.
Chart 8.1: Bat algorithm in research mode

Input Data structure
Real

Discret
Floatin
g point

Quarternio
n

Pareto
shape

# ObjFn
Single
Multi-

OneObjFn
MulObjFn

SOF
MOF

front

Convex
Non-convex
Discontinuou
s
Complicated

Advances bat alg.
Bat +
Self-adaptive
Improved
Random walk
direct exploitation
Pareto front
Bat inspired-Functional Link
Artificial Neural Network

Comparison of bat alg.
with















Hybrid algorithms
Binary
Bat +
Quadratic programing
Force fields
k-means
Naive Bayes
Fuzzy logic
Chaos








Comparison of bat alg. with

Data

Floating point
Quaternion
Binary
Discrete

Hybrid algorithms
Binary
Bat +
Levy flights
PSO
Harmony search
Differential Evolution
Genetic operators
NSGA-II

Comparison of bat alg. with .





Firefly
DE
ABC
ACO
PSO
GA

Intermediate
structure



Invasive weed optimization
Water wave optimization
┴ Teaching Learning Based
Optimization (TLBO
┴ Plant Growth Simulation
Algorithm (PGSA
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Application
Bat alg.





fields

Classificatiion
Design
Training NNs

Application fields
Engineering

Electrical

Chemical

Melody Search (MS)
Backtracking Search (BS)
Artificial Cooperative Search
(ACS)
Quantum behaved PSO (QPSO)
Bat algorithm (BAT)
Intelligent Tuned Harmony Search
(ITHS)
Cuckoo Search (CS)

of
Application
fieldsof
Bat alg.
Medical
 Breast cancer
 Artificial pancreas
 Gene expression

Application fieldsof Bat
alg.




loading of fuel
nuclear
reactor
core
Fuel cells

Application fields



Stock
prediction

price

9. Future scope
Bat algorithm:The directional echolocation and Doppler effect will be add onto the efficiency of the
algorithm. The sensitivity analysis, rate of convergence of algorithm, optimality and existence of solution
will strengthen the procedure as in any other case.
MosqHoSA: Due to inherent parallelism in the algorithm, it is a good start for software on chip using
VLSI technology.
Mosq.OviX.alg: Mosq.oviposition.site_selection can be extended to MOO with constraints and developing
a parallel algorithm to speed up calculations for large datasets
Scientists are already on the job of in planning for the predicted global warming by 2100,
pollution level, unraveling secrets of genes and their relation to lifespan/ personality/ engineering to
surmount diseases at fetes level, living/pleasure trips to other planets (moon, mars etc.) and synthesizing
brain, understanding consciousness/mind to combat with dreaded diseases like cancer/ HIV/ mental
disorders. The computational tools (neural networks, statistical probes, nature-mimicking algorithms,
quantum mechanics/chemistry/physics) reached the status of instrumental probes and
simulations/emulations/computations are also now experiments. The traditional experiments, brain
storming computations, exciting simulations/retina quality virtual realities are interwoven even now, but
will undergo renaissance to do science, to exploit technology and reap prospects of inexpensive but high
ended prototype products.
In the future, a study of the complicated problems from a variety of real time scenario of social
interactions and autonomous behaviors will open new vistas in computational science. The translation of
such social behaviorsand not attempted chores of nature into a mathematical model would be beneficial.
By 2050, if not by 2025, CPU time, memory, computer-chips will not be a concern except looking at it as
functional tool, just as now we don’t bother about how many cells/molecules are there in the body, brain
etc. For small (yesteryears’ large) tasks, accuracy and reproducibility will only matter. The available
computational tools merge/gives birth to newer ones/evolve (whatever it be) into altogether a new phase.
The user executing through cloud computing or (universe-computing !!), and becomes conversant tools at
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functional level only. A similar scenario now is that we don’t need to pay attention at all about microdetails of internet/intranet technology, but it is suffice to have hands on experience of constituent black
box modules.
Appendix - NIA-1: Typical phenomenon and operators in nature
Happenings (consequence of consequences) in nature
Intelligent water drops

Eye of Hurricane (courtesy of Ref 95 )S
courtesy of Ref 94
Chart NIA-1: Evolution profile of life
Prokaryotes cells -->
Homo erectus

million years
ago
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Prokaryotes cells
Eukaryotes
Sponges
Vertebrates
Tetrapods
Synapsida
Reptiles
Placental mammal
Primates
Hominidae
Australopithecus
Afarensis
Homo erectus

Regions of upwash and downwash created by trailing vortices.
migrating birds forming a effective structure with energy saving

4,000
2,100
600
500
390
256
250
160
75
15
3.6
1.8
The V formation- Generation of neighbors-leader move to end

Moth-flame Optimization Algorithm

Mosquito -eye

Wolf hunting prey

Water drops moving under gravitational force
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in shortest path to destination

Runner-root
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Weight of equipment on Earth > 700 pounds on

Astronaut Suni Williams could easily move equipment in in
microgravity environment
Credit: NASA

"Up" and "down" mean different things in space
Credit: NASA

Appendix - NIA-2: Categories of Nature inspired algorithms
Scientists inspired by natural phenomena formulated physico-chemical-biological-geological laws over the
last few centuries. Mathematics is the precise language based on firm theoretical ground for representation
of facts, relationships in a discipline independent format. The earliest nature-inspired algorithm to mimic
human brain crossed half-a-century-of-age and is in use in multiple disciplines. The inseparable-natural
link between computational and experimental science is the base of innovation [1-170,179-226]. The
promising recent E-man-methods of this decade require knowledge-transfer in a phase wise mode at
different levels to bridge the gap. The progress in invocation of NIAs is divided into different waves.
First wave: McCulloch-Pitts [90] innovative contribution (in 1943) is in proposing a neural network to
mimic Boolean (and, or) gates with fixed connection weights. The exponential number of publications in
theoretical and applications is to find a way to create artificial brain [222]. In early sixties Zadeh's seminal
contribution of fuzzy logic, going away from century old theory of probability is through inspiration of
human thinking process. The theory of possibility and fuzzy calculations had tremendous impact on
industrial to domestic products and it is not at all a dispensable tool. Simulating annealing algorithm is a
powerful search technique based on annealing of glass and metals, popular chemical processes.
Second wave: Goldberg revolutionized computational science with genetic algorithm by translating
survival of fittest phenomenon, the spirit of Darwinism. The crossover, mutation operators and other
operators opened new vistas in facing complicated mathematical tasks. Genetic programming,
evolutionary algorithm, evolutionary programming are cousins of GA and widened the scope of
application. Taboo search helped to conserve energy in not repeating search in known/arrived at unfruitful
regions of search space.
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Third wave: The depth wise research from 1980s in theoretical postulates, different architectures, training
algorithms of neural network reserved a niche for it. It enabled a solution for different kinds of
complicated application disciplines. The unique feature is solution may be inferior, but the algorithm does
not fail, as was the case with many classical chores. In 1990s, Dorigo proposed ant colony algorithm
amazed at natures spirit in foraging and colony shifts of ants. The pheromone trails gave way to find
shortest route between colony and food source by a swarm of ants even when faced with obstacles on their
way. The unintelligent species (agents) with no leader or a priori-information could do the job routinely,
definitely not by chance. It is the start of new era of swarm intelligence, a new add-on to artificial
intelligence tools of 1960s. Kennedy and Eberhart came out with particle swarm optimization imbibing the
smartness of flock migrating birds and fish schools. This metaheuristic had been applied extensively and
many noteworthy modifications are reported to enhance its scope and speed.
Fourth wave: Honey bee foraging is another swarm intelligent algorithm proposed by Karaboga in 2005
understanding multiple phenomena involved in search for flowers, conversion in theirs guts to honey,
storing in comb by bees is no simple job. The site selection for honey comb is an intelligent decision
making task and its development is optimum structure development. The foraging of bats, hunting of lions,
foxes involve different modes of operation. The host seeking of mosquito for its blood meal involves selforganization. The mating of honey bee, mosquitoes brought new ideas into nature inspiring computations.
The site selection by female mosquitos for egg-laying and eggs postponing their hatching under
unfavorable surroundings are utilized in invoking mathematical algorithms. The tree-seed, runner-root
metaheuristics are outcome of intelligent botanical phenomena.
Fifth wave: The modifications and advances of each of the basic NI algorithmincreased the unique
characteristics, positive features and diminished limitations. The binary-, ternary- hybridization of NIA
with another NIA or with statistical/mathematical procedures brought a facelift in the intelligent
computational paradigm.
Our main focus is to develop hierarchical knowledge base of equations, illustrative dictionary of
variables, constants, their default values, literature reported values with success flag, developments in each
method, hybrid systems, synergetic advantages, limitations, finding hole, bug fix suggestions and
prospective explorative steps worth pursuing. For application scientists, it serves as a ready reckoner for
the basics of each algorithm, necessary conditions, main mathematical features, failure conditions,
remedial measures, unsolved issues etc. The equation base for instance is useful for display as well as to
use the same string for numerical evaluation. The KBs serve for expert mode display and to write active
files to uplift the number crunching into intelligent computational level. The research mode is for
exploration and to answer what if? If not what is the consequence like brain storming queries. In the enduser-friendly mode, a trodden path, programs run faithfully serving within the frame of its scope. The
modular comparison for a set of algorithms, at conceptual level, mathematical equations for each sub-task
of algorithm will be published separately [228]. The algorithms chosen for this goal are charge system
search, BBBC, firefly, mosquito, honeybee, bat, eagle, lion, PSO, SAA at the first instance.
In this review, only a gist of basic reports of NIAs is given. An object oriented knowledge base with
relevant data is developed in this laboratory for main algorithms and also for most of the improvements
(unpublished) and will be reported elsewhere. Many modifications are suggested and will be discussed in a
separate communication. The MethodBase was developed and is in continuous upgradation. Here the
major categories based on disciplines of science are depicted (vide infra). The series of papers focus the
prospects of feasibility in chemical/medical sciences including diagnosis [217-228].
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Nature.Physics
=
'Gravitational'
'Charged system'
'Magentic system'
'waterdrop'
'Cuckoo'
'Harmony search'
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Nature.Biology
=
foraging: [1x1 struct]
HomeBuilding: {2x1 cell}
Mating: {'Honeybee'}
EggHatching: {'Mosquito'}
Inheritance: {'Human beings'}
ImmuneSystem: {'Human beings'}
Thinking: {'Human beings'}

'Biology.foraging.food'
'Biology.foraging.hunting'

'Biology.HomeBuilding'
'Biology.Mating'
'Biology.EggHatching'
'Biology.Inheritance'
'Biology.ImmuneSystem'
'Biology.Thinking'

%
% nialg.m [RSRao 24-10-15] [15-5-13; 6-12-09]
%
clean
foraging = {'food'; 'Hunting'};
food = {'Ant' ; 'Honey bee'};
hunting = {'Fire fly';'Bat' ; 'Vulture' ; 'toothed Whales'};
foraging.food = food;
foraging.hunting = hunting;
HomeBuilding = {'Honeybee'; 'Ant'};
Mating = {'Honeybee'};
EggHatching = {'Mosquito'};
Inheritance = {'Human beings'};

'Ant'
'Honey bee'
'Fire fly'
'Bat'
'Vulture'
'toothed Whales'
'Honeybee'
'Ant'
'Honeybee'
'Mosquito'
'Human beings'
'Human beings'
'Human beings'

Nature.Biology = Biology;
Nature.Physics = Physics;
Nature.Chemistry = Chemistry;
disp('+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++=== ')
Nature
disp('Nature.Physics')
Nature.Physics
disp('Nature.Chemistry')
Nature.Chemistry
disp('Nature.Biology')
Biology
disp(' ====================================== ')
stf= {
'Biology.foraging.food'
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Thinking = {'Human beings'};
ImmuneSystem= {'Human beings'};

'Biology.foraging.hunting'
'Biology.HomeBuilding'
'Biology.Mating'
'Biology.EggHatching'
'Biology.Inheritance'
'Biology.ImmuneSystem'
'Biology.Thinking'
}

Biology.foraging = foraging ;
Biology.HomeBuilding = HomeBuilding;
Biology.Mating = Mating;
Biology.EggHatching = EggHatching;
Biology.Inheritance = Inheritance ;
Biology.ImmuneSystem = ImmuneSystem;
Biology.Thinking = Thinking;

Physics = {'Gravitational'; 'Charged system'; 'Magentic system';
'waterdrop';

'Cuckoo';

'Harmony search'};

Chemistry = {'Glass annealing'};

Biology.foraging.food
Biology.foraging.hunting
Biology.HomeBuilding
Biology.Mating
Biology.EggHatching
Biology.Inheritance
Biology.ImmuneSystem
Biology.Thinking
disp('\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\')

Appendix - NIA-3: Typical subsets of E-man
water

o
o
o
o
o
o

Water drop
Water flow
River
Water flow
Ocean
Hurricane Search









Universe






BBBC
Ruin and Recreate
Black hole
Galaxy-based search

Intelligent water drop
River formation dynamics
River course
Water cycle algorithm
Parallel physics-inspired water flow particle mechanics
Ocean wave
Wind parcels move in a spiral path outward from a lower pressure
warm Zone (called eye)

Sound




Harmony search
Cockoo

Explosion



Grenade explosion



Charged system search

Attraction forces



Gravitational
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optics inspired optimization







Electro-magnetism optimization

Biogeography
Oppositional biogeography
Anarchic society optimization
Output
Nature.Geology:
'BioGeography'
'OppositioalBioGeography'

Clouds (Atmospheric)

Chemistry
Particles diffusion





Simulated annealing
(glass annealing)
Phase transition in a system of
self-driven particles
Threshold Acceptance (TA)

 Snake algorithm
 Spiral optimization



Artificial life





Cellular automaton






Stochastic difusion search
Self-propelled particles
Good lattice swarm algorithm
Weightless Swarm Algorithm



Shape adaptation

Molecular algorithm

Foraging: Food is not distributed evenly all over the world and it accumulates in lumps. Thus the foraging
requires different methods to find and grab amidst many seekers. The skills and methods employed by ants
honey bees are diverse from those of groups of lions wolves bats etc. In the group hunting the prey is
encircled first. Then group moves slowly towards it and finally catch the animal. Wolves for example do
not stand in the direction of wind to avoid prey senses the smell.

Life

Foraging
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Bacteria



Bacterial

foraging



Ant




Bacterial-GA Foraging
Fast
bacterial
swarming algorithm
bacterial
foragingbiomimicry
Appetitive
RewardBased




Honey bee
E-coli












Feeding
Aplysia

Behavior

in

Predator-prey
Bat
Vulture
(Egyptian)
Eagle
strategy
using levy walk
firefly algorithms





Wolf search
Grey wolf
Binary Grey wolf



Lion and Lamb

Honey bee








Echolation to detect position of objects such as prey



Dolphin
echolocation
Odontocetes (toothed whales



ABC
Bee system
Bumble bees
BeeHive
Bees swarm optimization
Queen-bee evolution

Locomotion





Hopping Kangaroo

Migrating Birds (PSO)

Reproduction

Courting

Mating
Reproduction(Sexual)

Firefly
Lion
Love

Sending signals
Promising Security





Honey bee mating algorithm
Mosquito
Lion pride
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Reproduction

Eggs care

Reproduction (Asexual)







Asexual reproduction Optimization (ARO)
Sexual reproduction






Moth-flame
Dragonfly
Termite colony optimization
Wasp




Mosquitoes
Honeybess



Oviposition
Broods care

Roach infestation algorithm

Human intellect

Thinking





Learning
NN
Fuzzy
Brainstorming process



Teaching -learning




Cooperative search
Human-inspired

Language




Grammatical evolution
Grammatical inference
chemical compounds



Consultant-guided search







on

strings

Cultural
Group search optimizer
Imperialist Competitive Algorithm
League championship algorithm
Social emotional optimization

representing






Anarchic society

Seeker

optimization





human understanding
and
searching
capability for finding
an optimum solution
2009
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Brain Storm Optimization
Bumblebees
Neural networks



Cat

Communication

Purpose












Foraging
Predator detection
Courting
Endanger

Waggle dance
Ultrasound
Dipole
Odor
Phermone







Honey bees
Bat
Bat,
Ants

Evolution
Genetic






Evolution
Genetic
Differential evolution
Evolutionary ( eco-inspired)





Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Programming

Genetic





Evolutionary Algorithm
EP
Eco-inspired evolutionary algorithm




DNA computing
Gene expression




Immune
Stem Cells Optimization



Taboo search



Firefly





Furitfly



Glow worm





Fish swarm/school
Fish-school Search
Great salmon run
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Monkey
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Spider monkey

Frog
Frog Shuffled
Frog calling Japanese tree




Cellular particle swarm optimization
Good lattice swarm optimization




Krill Herd
Oppositional krill herd

Flora











Flower pollination algorithm
Flower algorithm
Paddy Field Algorithm

Invasive weed
Weed colonization
Tree seed
runner-root

Quantum computation





Quantum
Membrane-inspired algorithms
Membrane algorithms




%%
% iamy_2015.m
28/9/2015;
10-2-08
% Data base upgraded during 2008-2015
function [xAscznia] = inp_line
%
fid = fopen ('sahasra.txt''r');
%
%
Nmethods = 53;
for jj = 1: Nmethods
tline1 = fgetl(fid);
disp(' ')disp(['..........
int2str(jj)])
Number = {jj};
[nia] = line2keys(tline1);
nia

'

%%

Flow field designs
The Great Deluge Algorithm

%
%
function [nia] = line2keys(stline)
len= length(stline);
word = ' '; oodb= ''; nowords = 0;
for i = 1:len
ch= stline(i);
if (ch == '' | ch=='$')
nowords = nowords +1;
%
if nowords ==1;
method = {word};
end
if nowords ==2
year= {word};
end
if nowords ==3
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znia(jj) = nia;
end
znia
for i = 1:Nmethods
method2(i:)
= znia(i).method;
year2(i:)
= znia(i).year;
authors2(i:) = znia(i).authors;
insp2(i:) = znia(i).insp;
xAsc(i:) = [year2(i:)method2(i:)
insp2(i:) authors2(i:)];
end
fclose('all')

function om123
[zni] =
inp_line

authors= {word};
end
if nowords ==4
insp= {word};
end
%
oodb = {oodbword};
word = ' ';
else
word = [word ch];
end%if (ch)
end%for
%
nia.method = method;
nia.year = year;
nia.authors = authors;
nia.insp = insp;
%

Sahasra.txt
Runner-root 2015 F. Merrikh-Bayat runners and roots of some plants in
nature
Moth-Flame 2015Seyedali Mirjalili navigation method of moths in nature
called transverse orientation
Big bang-big Crunch 9999$ Zandi et al. origin of universe $ $
Genetic Algorithm1975 Holland Darwinism
Transgenic Algorithm$2010$ Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra$$$$$
Firefly Algorithm$2008$Yang $$$$$
...
Simulations of the evolution process$1951$Robbins and Monro $$$$$

Output
..........
nia =
method:
year:
authors:
insp:
..........
nia =
method:
year:
authors:
insp:
..........
nia =
method:
year:
authors:
insp:
..........
nia =
method:
year:

1
{' Runner-root'}
{'
2015'}
{'
F. Merrikh-Bayat'}
{'
runners and roots of some plants in nature'}
2
{' Moth-Flame'}
{'
2015'}
{' Seyedali Mirjalili'}
{'
navigation method of moths in nature called transverse orientation'}
3
{' Big bang-big Crunch '}
{'
9999'}
{'
Zandi et al. '}
{'
origin of universe '}
19
{' optics inspired optimization '}
{'
2015'}
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authors:
insp:
nia =
method:
year:
authors:
insp:

{'
{'
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'}
'}

{' Genetic Algorithm'}
{' 1975'}
{'
Holland'}
{'
Darwinism '}

Appendix - NIA-4: Year wise list of Nature inspired algorithms
2015




Moth-flame
Pollination Flower
optics inspired
optimization

2015
 Dragonfly
 Tree seed
 Runner-root

2011

2010

2009










Cuckoo Modified

Bat
Transgenic Algorithm
Grenade explosion

Cuckoo Search
Cuckoo search via l´evy
flights

2008

2005

2001







Firefly algorithm

Honey Bee Algorithm

Harmony Search

1999

1997

1995







Extremal optimization

Cross entropy method

Ant colony algorithms

1989

1986

1983







Memetic

Tabu Search'

SAA

1980

1975

1965







Genetic programming'

1966


Evolutionary
programming

Genetic Algorithm

Evolution Strategies

1965

1960





Evolution Strategies

Fuzzy logic

1943
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Neural network

%
% iamy_2015.m
28/9/2015;
10-2-08
% Data base upgraded during 2008-2015
%
%!!!!!!!!!!! Inspiration-authors-method-year-upto-2015
%
function iamy
clean
[xAsczz] = inp_line;
x = xAsc;
%
%
disp('!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Inspiration +++++++++++++++++++')
[~Ind3] = sort((x(:3)));
x(Ind3:)
disp('
000000000000000000000000000000000000 yearwise
999999999999999999999999999999')
%
[~Ind] = sort(str2double(x(:1)));
x(Ind:)
disp('-----------------------------Methodwise +++++++++++++++++++')
[~Ind2] = sort((x(:2)));
x(Ind2:)
' 1965'
' 2001'
' 2012 '
'
2015'
'
2015'
'
2015'
'
2015'
'
2015'
.....

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Evolution Strategies'
Harmony Search'
Grenade explosition '
Runner-root'
Moth-Flame'
Pollination Flower
Dragonfly '
Tree seed '

Appendix - NIA-5: Hybrid-Nature inspired algorithms
In this decade hybridization of two E-man components or one nature inspired algorithm with one
mathematical (or statistical) procedure excelled the performance of individual methods. This is similar to
popular synergistic chemical extraction of a compound with two solvents. The binary hybridization gave
birth to ternary and quaternary hybrid systems with astounding end results. The field of nature inspired
computation (computational intelligence E-man knowledge based number crunching) is a cutting edge
interdisciplinary field of research in mathematical science.
The hybrid algorithms with two and three components with firefly CSS gravity BBBC and neural
network (SOM RecNN RBF MLP_NN ARTX ARTMAP) as the first NIA are described in our earlier
publications [223-227].

Algorithm-1
ACO
ACO
ACO
ACO

Hybrid algorithms
Algorithm-2
DE
GA
SAA

Algorithm-3
function om9
clean
[zzNo] = om99;
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BACTERIAL
FORAGING
BBO
BBO
DE
DE
DE
DE
Fuzzy adaptive
Immune
NN
PSO

GA
for i = 1:No

ACO

DE
PSO
GA
PSO
Random walk
Taguchi
SIMPLEX
Steepest ascent
GA
AUGMENTED
LAGRANGIAN
Local search
SA
SIMPLEX
Steepest descent
Tabu search
GA
GA
GA
PSO-Fuzzy
adaptive
SAA

DE

CovMatEvolution

PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO
SAA
SIMPLEX
Taguchi
ACO

PSO
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
GA
NN

Journal of Applicable Chemistry, 2015, 4 (6): 1597-1690

GA
GA
DE
BBO

function om9
clean
[zzNo] = om99;
for i = 1:No
alg1(i:) = zz(i).alg1;
alg2(i:) = zz(i).alg2;
alg3(i:) = zz(i).alg3;
end
x
[~Ind] = sort(str2double(x(:1)))
x(Ind:)
return

alg1(i:) = zz(i).alg1;
alg2(i:) = zz(i).alg2;
alg3(i:) = zz(i).alg3;

end
x = [alg1 alg2 alg3 ];
[~Ind] = sort(str2double(x(:1)));
No
x(Ind:)
return
function [zniNo] = om99
fid = fopen ('hyb2eman.txt''r');

k-means
Variable
neighborhood
search
Backward
ray tracing
Fuzzy logic

No = 0;
for jj = 1: 33
tline1 = fgetl(fid);
disp(' ')disp(['.......... ' int2str(jj)])
Number = {jj}
No = No+1;
disp([int2str(jj) ' 'tline1])disp(' ')
[ ni] = st99(tline1);
zni(jj) = ni;
end
function [ni] = st99(tline)
len= length(tline);
word = ' '; nowords = 0;
alg2 = {' '};
alg3 = {' '};
alg4 = {' '};
for i = 1:len
ch= tline(i);
if (ch == '' | ch=='$')
nowords = nowords +1;
if nowords ==1;
alg1= {word}
end
if nowords ==2
alg2= {word}
end
if nowords ==3
alg3= {word}
end
word = ' ';
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else
word = [word ch];
end
end
ni.alg1 = alg1;
ni.alg2 = alg2;
ni.alg3 = alg3;

Search




Global
Local
Scatter




Guided Local Search (GLS)
Iterative Local Search (ILS)




Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search
Procedure (GRASP)

Appendix - Bat-1: Acoustics of Echolocation in microbats
Fig. A1_bat: Biological bliss for Bats in nature in searching their food

Bats hunting their preys
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The angles to compute distance size of prey

Bat transmitting sonar signal (yellow)and waiting to
receive the echo (blue) from the prey (Yellow)
Table A1_bat: Audible range in different species
Range
species

Bat
Mice

Information
Hz
1
k
1

to

Hz.

to

200k

to

70 k

 Sensitive range
 15 kHz to 90 kHz
 Large ears compared to
body size

o
Dogs

Birds

Humans

40

1
k

64

to

60k

o
o



to

4k



Ears




Upright
Curved

Tiltable
Rotatable

Ears are funnel-shaped
Located slightly behind
and below the eyes
Covered with soft
feathers for protection

23k
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